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April 23rd, 15 

Dearest Mayor and City Commissioners, 

My name is Daniel MD. I am a physician specializing in 
Emerngency Medicine, actively serving the greater Portland 
community. 

Thank you so much for listening to public testimony on this important 
matter. The number of folks present at this meeting speaks volumes 
to not only the level of concern of We The People, but also to a 
degree of lack of trust in these 

As with Mt Tabor park, the public feels their involvement to discuss 
the needs or alternatives for these projects have been avoided, 
allowing us only to engage in "what goes on top" conversations. 
PWB administrators have publically stated "designing and bui,ding is 
glamorous, maintenance ij boring." That may be well and true, but 
that is the responsibility that comes with being true stewards of our 
public resources. In the process, PWB is selling out the soul of the 
city with overblown projects that are not needed, putting us further 
into deep, deep debt spending money we desperately need 
elsewhere and don't have in the first place, as well as jeopardizing 
the health of our citizens and our children for generations to come. 

It is worth pointing out once again that the rushed deadline to 
complete this project fabricated by the city. In a letter to MTNA 
chair Stephanie Stewart from Eric Winiecki, Drinking Water 
Enforcement Coordinator of the EPA, he reiterated that there is NO 
federal deadline to disconnect the reservoirs. The only federal 
deadline was to submit "a plan" by April 1 s(aAd that was complied 
with a long time ago, albeit without public input. The City can submit 
a new timeline to the OHA, containing a more responsible and 
community-approved mitigation plan. 

And, like Mt 
that 



I implore you, as fellow citizens, to be our heroest"V uphold your 
pledge towards good governance in representing will of the People, 
not our corporate contractors. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in this very important 
matter. 

Daniel R Berger, MD 
6027 SE Main St 



April 23, 2015 

Portland City Council 

Demolition of Historic Washington Park Reservoirs 

Presentation by Con1missioner Harris S. Matarazzo 

Mr. Mayor and City Commissioners: 

Thank you for this opportunity to address the Council. My 

na1ne is Harris Matarazzo. I an1 a Portland Historic Landmarks 

Co111missioner, and the only one of the four reviewing 

Commissioners to oppose the demolition of the historic 

Washington Park Reservoirs. 

The purpose of my attendance today is to advise you that the 

Commission did not reach a consensus advisory opinion in this 

111atter, as well as, in my own words, to briefly su111marize n1y 

thoughts as a Com1nissioner. This is son1ewhat different than 

appearing before you as an "advocate". My con1n1ents arc confined 

to the record presented to the LJand111arks Corn1nission. 



Split decisions are not typical for our n1e111bers. Given this 

difference, if nothing else, ideally our testin1ony here today will 

pro1note a discussion about the value of our historic resources, 

especially the needs of those that are publicly owned and 

i11aintained, as wel I as the action necessary to protect them. 
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The issue before you is whether the Applicant, the Portland 

Water Bureau, has n1et its burden to justify the demolition of 

historic Washington Park Reservoirs 3 and 4. My April 17, 2015 

correspondence to the Council delineates why I do not believe that 

the Applicant should prevail. 

In 111y opinion, given that the Applicant has the proven 

capacity to meet the water needs of our City without use of the site, 

that the Reservoirs are an1ong Portland's most historic resources, 

and that the proposal seeks to re-install a vessel within a known 

and active landslide zone, as well as in an established seismic area, 

in my opinion, the Applicant did not 111eet its burden to substantiate 

the need for de1nolition. 



T'he most effective govern1nent leads by exainple. As a 

Commissioner, it is difficult for me to rationalize supporting the 

de1nolition of a significant public resource while, by City Code, 

having to deny an historic homeowner' s request for a minor 

exterior residential n1odification. In so doing, a double standard is 

implied, which compro1nises the value of our public, and privately 

held, historic resources. 

I a1n aware of the holding this Council inade in the 

Demolition Review of the Kieran Building. It provides you with 

substantial discretion in establishing how to balance applicable 

,.., 
_) 

comprehensive goals and policies when considering the demoiition 

of an historic resource. As this Council knows, although this 

standard is different from the one we used, it does not inean that 

review is completely subjective, and without guidelines. It is a 

weighing process. Again, given that this historic resource is one of 

Portland's most significant, and for the reasons stated earlier, 

den1olition could not be substantiated in my view. Instead, if 

needed, a more n1odern vessel could be constructed in a less 
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problen1atic location. The existing resource could then be taken ofr 

line, restored as an aesthetic destination, and the bowl reduced in 

depth to only a few feet. 

Factually, the Kieran Building Demolition Review is 

distinguishable from the case now presented. At the tiine you 

considered that case, the Kieran Building had been significantly 

modified over many years, and had almost none of its historic 

character. It was also in substantial structural disrepair, having lost 

virtually all of its historic integrity. This is very different fron1 the 

Reservoirs under consideration today, which are still fully 

functional. 

Finally, in the not too distant past, this historic City llall 

building faced possible replacement. The obstacles cited as 

impediments to its continued functioning included seisn1ic 

concerns, as well as an obsolete and well worn infrastructure. As I 

recall, at that tin1e, at least one of your n1en1bers, Gretchen 

Kafoury, assisted in spearheading an effort to restore this 

marvelous structure, which is also one of Portland's inost 



significant historic resources. In later years, as a private citizen, 

Commissioner Kaufory gathered a nmnber of us together to save 

the Simon Benson House, which is now a crown jewel at Portland 

State University. Until her involven1ent, the success of that project 

see1ned iinpossible. Her spirit exen1plified the best of who we are, 

with a "can do" detennination, despite the odds, that is enviable. 

Her legacy will be long lived in this building, Portland State, and 

within our City. 

l_jandn1arks Con11nission decisions are n1erely advisory, and 

the Council is not bound by them. Although in the n1inority, I 

continue to believe that the Applicant failed to meet its burden, and 

respectfully disagree with my Co1nmission colleagues that 

demolition of one of Portland's inost historic resources should be 

allowed under these circu1nstances. 



City of Portland 
Historic Landmarks Commission 

April 17, 201 5 

Hon. Charlie Hales, Mayor and Portland City Council Members 
Portland City Hall 
l 2 21 SW 4th Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204 

RE:LU 14-249689 OM (PC#l 4-1 39549) 

Demolition of Washington Park Reservoirs Nos. 3 and 4 

Dear Mayor Hales and City Council Members: 

1900 SW Fourth Ave., Suite 5000 / 16 
Portland, Oregon 97201 

Telephone : (503) 823-7300 
TDD: (503) 823-6868 
FAX: (503) 823-5630 

www.portlandonline .com/bds 

On March 30, 201 5, a majority of the four attending Portland Historic 
Landmarks Commission (PHLC) members voted to support the demolition of 
Washington Park Reservoirs 3 and 4, as well as the associated Weir Building. As 
the lone dissenting Commissioner, I was invited to explain my opinion in a 
document containing the majority decision, which was to be forwarded for your 
consideration. Unfortunately, my written comments were not included in the 
Commission's April 13, 201 5 letter. That document was most recently provided to 
you on April 16, 201 5. As PHLC is tasked to supply you with advice in historic 
resource demolition matters, the purpose of this correspondence is to provide the 
Council with the basis of my opinion, and in my own words . 

As a result of my review of the written and oral evidence presented at the 
hearing, in my opinion, Applicant Portland Water Bureau (PWB) did not meet its 
burden to support the demolition of Reservoirs 3 and 4. This opinion is based 
upon the following : 



1) "It is without question that the Washington Park Reservoirs, along with 
the Mt. Tabor Reservoirs, are among the City of Portland's most 
significant historic resources." (BOS staff report presented to PHLC, 
p.1 5); 

2) The City of Portland has determined that it must comply with federal 
mandates to cover open reservoirs. As such, Reservoirs 3 and 4 shall be 
disconnected from Portland's water distribution system. Federal law does 
not require "demolition" of the resource; 

3) The Water Bureau (PWB) is tasked with the delivery of clean water to the 
residents of Portland, not in maintaining historic sites. (March 30, 2015 
PHLC Hearing); 

4) As evident in its name, the creation of the "Washington Park Reservoirs 
Historic District" was premised upon the existence of the reservoirs 
themselves. (March 30, 201 5 PHLC Hearing) Demolition would 
significantly alter the area's desired character; 

5) The Reservoirs are located on a fault which runs through Portland's West 
Hills. Upon demolition and removal of the historic resource, the 
Applicant will install a new water containment vessel within the same 
general location. Although it is anticipated that the replacement will have 
greater structural integrity than the existing resource, it too is unlikely to 
survive a significant seismic event. A resulting release of water, whether 
directly from the vessel or via the damaged, unmodified, water 
distribution network will occur. (March 30, 201 5 PHLC Hearing) Under 
these circumstances, demolition of the historic resource in a known 
seismic area, in order to accommodate another, expensive, vulnerable 
replacement in the same location, seems ill-advised, and not supportive 
of the cited goals for removal; 

6) Evidence presented indicated that the existing reservoirs are located in 
an active, although slow moving, landslide area. Because of this 
movement, which has occurred since construction in 1 894, ongoing 
mitigation is required. However, this problem will not be solved if the 



existing resource is removed. Upon its demolition, a buried replacement 
will be installed in the same location. This too will require continuing 
mitigation efforts. (BOS staff report, p. l 8; PWB testimony); 
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7) Testimony received from the Water Bureau indicated that it periodically 
drains the Reservoirs for extended periods of time, and has the existing 
capacity to provide water to the City without them. The lengthy 
construction period to replace the historic resource is premised upon 
this capacity. As such, the Reservoirs could be disconnected and retained 
in place, while other non-seismic and active landslide sites, if needed, 
are either expanded or developed to provide for the City's water needs 
within new federal mandates. The historic resources could then be 
restored as an aesthetic destination within Washington Parl<. This could 
include the reduction of the depth of each bowl, allowing only a few feet 
of water to be retained; 

8) Although originally constructed as both a utility and aesthetic 
destination for citizens, through longstanding neglect, the Reservoirs 
have deteriorated and are essentially no longer accessible by residents. 
The substantially deteriorated condition of the resource, resulting during 
the Applicant's many years of stewardship, is being cited as one reason 
to demolish it. (March 30, 201 5 PHLC Hearing) However, no evidence was 
presented that once improved or restored, the Water Bureau would better 
maintain the remaining, non-demolished, historic artifacts; 

9) The proposed demolition of Reservoirs 3 and 4 was described as a loss 
of only two of eleven contributing resources at the site. The Reservoirs 
however, are 1h~ primary resource, and comprise virtually the entire 
location. Given their status as "one of Portland's most significant historic 
resources" their demolition must be carefully considered. Similar to the 
ancient aqueducts of Rome and the Venetian canals, the Reservoirs were 
constructed to provide both beauty and utility. Destruction of the 
aqueducts (even though no longer used as a water source) or canals, for 
replacement by more modern systems, would be unthinkable. To remove 
the Reservoirs under the circumstances proposed, and leave mere small, 
associated, remnants or interpretive materials, would be inappropriate. 
In this context, the remaining objects would have little meaning. 
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Unlike the Portland Historic Landmarks Commission, Portland City Council 
has previously determined that it has substantial discretion in establishing how to 
balance applicable comprehensive plan goals and policies. (See LU 09-171259 
OM/ Demolition Review of Kieran Building) Even if the Commission had such 
authority though, my opinion would remain unchanged. The best of government 
leads by example. Periodically, the Commission has to deny citizen requests to 
alter the exterior of their homes, even if the proposed modification appears 
relatively minor. In my opinion, to allow the Water Bureau to demolish one of the 
City's "most significant historic resources" under the circumstances presented is 
not warranted, and arguably demonstrates that government does not hold itself to 
the standards it sets for its citizens. In so doing, the value of our public, and 
privately held, historic resources are compromised. 

While the Applicant's proposed replacement project is an attractive one, in 
my opinion it cannot justify approval of the requested demolition. The project, if 
approved, would be constructed in a known landslide zone and require ongoing 
maintenance. The existing reservoirs have been deemed as among Portland's 
most historic resources. The Water Bureau has the capacity to remove the 
resource from its delivery system. No evidence was presented to indicate that the 
non--demolished resources would be better maintained over time. In fact, the 
opposite view was better supported. Balancing the goal of the Applicant with the 
mandate of the Commission, I found the Applicant's proposal unpersuasive. 

Thank you for your consideration of this minority view. 

HSM:mm 

Very truly yours, 

Harris S. Matarazzo, Commissioner 
Portland Historic Landmarks Commission 



Questions regarding the reservoirs. 4/23/2015 

My name is Nie Clark. I served on the Washington Parks Reservoir Sounding Board. 
In our meetings we discussed not demolishing the historic pump house, dams 3 and 4, and 

many other buildings. We agreed that the Weir Building would be demolished. We discussed, 
agreed and were led to believe that the water bureau's plans included preserving the majority of 
the historic elements that lend a mystical and hidden element to this City's Treasure. 

Reservoir 4 is not filled or used. Reservoir 3 has not been used for weeks on end. Why 
do you need to demolish them if they are not filled? If they are not used? 

I have recently been told that the new reservoir# 3 will only be 12-13 million gallons. 
That is less than the 16.4 million gallons that# 3 currently holds. Why spend the money if the 
water bureau doesn't fill it. Reservoir 4 will be decommissioned and never used again as a 
reservoir. 

Can Builders engineer a tank to hold 12 million gallons and not crack at all? Can the 
engineering firm guarantee it for 100 years? 50? 25? 1 O? 5? If not, then why not engineer 
some floating slabs in the areas of the slide on reservoir #3? 

Several problems exist with the open reservoir system. The chlorine evaporates to 
some degree faster when exposed to sunlight. Also, algae grows around the edge. There is 
more debris in the water from trees and the environment. Solution? 

Engineer a solution. There exists pumps in swimming pools that clean. A system with a 
pump that would do several things. It would float around the reservoir, measure the ph regularly, 
equalize the ph. Perhaps it would also scrub or crawl across the surface while filtering the 
algae. 

The Real Motive: Federal Government and the L2K mandate, and a combination of 
frustrating problems with managing the existing reservoirs. But, the truth is, having a brand new 
system is a relief when trying to manage the water of the system. Any manager of any water 
bureau would love such an opportunity to have a brand new system. We all love our new cars, 
kitchens. Interesting. 

I have other ideas, and thoughts but only so much time. 

Thanks, 
Nie (503) 310-1717 Address: 815 SW Vista Ave. #305 Portland Oregon, 97205 



To: Portland City Council 
Re: Washington Park Reservoir Demolition LUR Review, April 23, 2015 
Submitted by Floy Jones on behalf of Friends of the Reservoirs 
2204 SE 59'11 Ave., Portland, OR 97215 

Numerous supporting documents referenced in these comments have been submitted via 
separate e-mails. 

The Friends of the Reservoirs strongly opposes the proposal to demolish Reservoir 3 and 
Reservoir 4 and the Weir buildings at Washington Park. Demolition is not required by the 
onerous EPA LT2 regulation nor is it necessary for any other reason. The Water Bureau's 
Demolition Land Use Review process has not met code regulations including the intended 
purpose to "ensure that there is opportunity for the community to fully consider alternatives to 
demolition". The Water Bureau has intentionally defied City Council Resolution 36237 that 
requires bringing stakeholders together to determine what action to take if a "risk mitigation" 
reservoir option is not available. Contrary to the Bureau of Development Service's (BDS) staff 
report, Land Use criteria is not met by this demolition plan. The Portland Water Bureau's 
Cascade Design Professionals, Robert Dortignacq, 2010 Historic Structures Report, which 
reaffirms that the reservoir structures are for the most part in good condition, was withheld from 
the Historic Landmark Commission. Landslide and earthquake concerns arc overstated. 
Eliminating Portland's recently upgraded and well-functioning historic open reservoirs will create 
new and unique cancer-causing public health risks. 

33.445.330 Demolition of Histork Resoun:es nn 21 Hisi:oirk Distrkt 
Historic Landmarks in a Historic District are subject to the regulations of Section 33.445.150. 
Demolition of other historic resources within a Historic District requires demolition review to ensure 
their historic value is considered. Ihe .. re\1,i_e_~eriod. al~Q..1'nsures JhmJti.ere..i~.JJJ1 .. opportunity for Jne 
~Q!llrn!!ni...tyrn_JµJJysonsicigrJ!.lternatives to demojition. 

Documentation of reservoir infrastructure and other upgrades including the 2006 Council 
Resolution and press release submitted via separate e-mail communication. Ratepayers are 
presently financing the Washington Park reservoir upgrades (that included 2006 opening up of 
the reservoir sites to the public) completed between 2003 and 2010 (Black & Veatch contract 
#36297, Natt McDougal# 334785, HD!~, and others) - with debt costs increasing over time .. The 
Water Bureau long ago abandoned the better practice of pay-as-you go outlined for Mayor Katz in 
the Water Bureau's October 3, 2003 reservoir project letter. 

EPA LT2 COMPLIANCE 

There has been no meaningful public involvement process. The IRP Reservoir Resolution 36237 
requires utilizing the city's adopted Principles of Good Public Involvement when taking action 
related to the open reservoirs- full consideration of alternatives to demolition which include 
installation of covers, UV "treatment at the outlet", disconnection and building storage elsewhere, 
and the community supported option of reapplying for an Oregon Health Authority deferral 
while working with other communities to reinstate the "risk mitigation" option inexplicably 
removed from the final L T2 rule. 

The Portland Water Bureau can continue to use both of Washington Parks open reservoirs, 
l~eservoirs 3 and 4, as part of the drinking water system and be in compliance with federal 
regulations if Portland installs reservoir covers on the already installed grill work. 

Prior to construction of the new $120 million Powell Butte JI underground tank, Portland had an 
excess of in-town storage at Mt. Tabor and Washington Park as reported by the PWB to the 
Oregon Health Authority and the EPA - 50 million gallons of excessive storage - thus the Water 
Bureau has not been utilizing all of the storage at Washington Park (or at Mt. Tabor) while not 
being honest with the public about this fact. The issue of unneeded storage was discussed at the 
March 30, 2015 Historic Landmark Commission meeting where the lead engineer Teresa Elliot 
confirmed that there would be no storage at Washington Park for fours years as the Water Bureau 
intends to demolish both of the reservoirs simultaneously. The follow-up question from a 



Commisioner, "Why don't you build the storage that is clearly unneeded elsewhere?" The Water 
Bureau refused to answer, having already avoided affording the community it's right to fully 
consider alternatives, the Water Bureau refused to answer. Video and audo links provided 
separately. 

RESERVOIR COVERS 
In 2002/03 the Water Bureau, absent any public process or regulatory requirement, installed grill 
work for floating reservoir covers at the Washington Park reservoirs. The Water Bureau also 
installed a white liner on the upper Washington Park reservoir, which was intended to last 25 
years as represented by an onsite PWB engineer at the time. In a February 19, 2003 Power Point 
to City Council referring to the "Washington Park Solution" of covers, the Water Bureau said that 
this "eliminated regulatory modification" and that the "historic structures arc not affected" , "trees 
remain in place", and "roads remain opcn."Thc cover material (hypalon) intended to attach to the 
installed grill work was purchased by the Portland Water Bureau but never installed. When the 
2004 Independent Reseruoir Panel did not support "treating or covering" Portland's open reservoirs 
(the PWB's arguments failed to hold water) and City Council ordered the Water Bureau to 
terminate covering the Washington Park reservoirs, the Water Bureau attempted to sell the 
hypalon reservoir covers on eBay. According to the Oregonian's September 21, 2004 article the 
cost of the covers and hardware was $398,000. " However, at the close of bidding on eBay 
Thursday, the highest offer for the whole package was a mere $18,000 to an anonymous bidder." 
It was subsequently revealed that Water Bureau employees were the anonymous bidders. 
http: I /www.wwdmag.com I portlands-watcr-bureau-lists-reservoir-covers-e bay-bids-itself-then-
balks 
Commissioner Saltzman stopped the sale but the final disposition of those covers has remained 

hidden. The cover grill work has remained in place at the Washington Park Reservoirs 3 and 4. 
The estimated cost of replacement of the floating covers would be somewhere in the vicinity of $1 
million compared to the Water Bureau's plan for demolition and replacement that could reach 
$100 million (current estimate $80 million). 

While covering the reservoirs was absolutely not supported years ago for many reasons including 
the fact that a "risk mitigation" option was included in the draft 2003 LT2 regulation, it is still not 
ideal. This option ~meet regulatory requirements and would provide opportunity for the 
Congressional delegation to work in support of revising the poorly crafted LT2 rule such that "risk 
mitigation" is again a compliance option. In that the Water Bureau's self-imposed compliance 
deadline for Washington Park is 2020, the covers might never need be installed if the "risk 
mitigation" option is restored as has been requested by New York's water department, Rochester's 
water department and others. Oregon's Congressional delegation members have indicated that 
they would join forces with Senator Schumer and others to support rule revision if 
demolition/ disconnection projects were placed on hold. 

Or 

"TREATMENT AT THE OUTLET" 
The community has never had opportunity to fully consider the EPA r;r2 "treatment at the outlet" 
compliance option. In 2004 the PWB made no argument to City Council that "treatment at the 
outlet" would be costly or otherwise difficult to install. Their February 19, 2004 PowerPoint to City 
Council presented at a Council hearing included "treatment at the outlet" as a viable option. 
MWH's Reservoir Study Contract 30491, a contract that was amended and extended nine times 
indicated that "treatment at the outlet" was a viable option. Montgomery, Watson Harza 
Open Reservoir Study Tech Memorandum 2.7-Water Quality Evaluation, November 2001. 

Since then the costs of UV "treatment at the outlet" have dramatically declined. Rochester New 
York has two historic open reservoirs set in city parks. Rochester initially planned on building 
underground storage after learning of the EPA LT2 rule but in response to strong community 
opposition they investigated installing UV radiation bulbs and found that costs had dramatically 
dropped. Responsive to Senator Chuck Schumer's success in including revision of the EPA LT2 
regulation as part of Obama's order to revise "onerous "regulations, Rochester sought and secured 
a 10-year deferral of reservoir projects until 2022. Rochester's deferral was supported by their 
Mayor and the Governor of New York supports rule revision. 

Rochester is concurrently working in support of revising the EPA rule to avoid wasting money on 
"treatment at the outlet", a project that will will provide no measurable public health benefit. In 



recent years the Portland Water Burea has said that they have only done a "back of the napkin" 
look at treatment at the outlet (documents supplied by the PWB confirm the luck of a 
comprehensive, independent examination of this option), thus this alternative to demolition has 
never been fully considered by the community. 

Or 

BUILDING STORAGE ELSEWHERE 
The Water Bureau has not produced a recent alternative site analysis having submitted to BDS 
an out-of-date 13-year old analysis conducted by Joe Glicker and others with MWH Global. 
On March 30, 2015 a Historic Landmark Commissioner asked the obvious question of the 
Portland Water Bureau engineer Teresa Elliott, why would you demolish significant historic 
resources when it is clear that storage is not needed and digging will destabilize the land. 
The Water Bureau confirmed that the plan involved eliminating all storage at Washington Park for 
four years, but refused to respond to the inquiry regarding alternative siting of the unneeded 
storage. 

While the 100-year 1996 flood did not destabilize the historical landslide that has been stable for 
years, onsite digging will cause problems. Links to both audio and video documentation of Water 
Bureau statements at the HLC meeting has been submitted for the record separately. 

NO SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR "TREATING OR COVERING" 

Just as with demolition there is no scientific or on balance any reason for employing any LT2 
compliance option beyond the lowest cost option. Scientific sampling of 7,000 liters from the open 
reservoir outlets as part of the American Water Works Association Research Foundation# 3021 
study confirms, as did Portland's costly, intensive Bull Run EPA LT2 variance application study, 
the 100°/ci absence of infectious Cryptosporidium in Portland's drinking water. Bacteria found in 
both covered and open reservoirs is treated with chlorine. Portland's bacteria detections are 
documented in the Oregon Health Authority online water system data (copy of the recent 36 
positives at the covered Nevada tank submitted via separate e-mail) . Subsequent to the 36 
covered tank positives and the Water Bureau's failure to resolve the problem the Water Bureau 
simply stopped sampling at this site accepting the violation but leaving the public at risk. 
The public is unable to determine at the OHA site where the Water Bureau is not sampling. 

Buried tanks do not prevent contamination as is evident by the break-in and contamination of a 
WB buried tank - Tabors buried Reservoir 7, where a bottle of Hydrochloric acid and other debris 
was tossed in after the breach. The public was not notified until limited exposure of the incident 
by watchdogs. Documentation submitted separately via e-mail. 

By all accounts there will be no measurable public health benefit from either "treating or covering" 
open reservoirs. All EPA documented distribution storage tank public health problems have been 
with covered storage. 

The compliance option with the broadest public support is to secure a deferral of reservoir 
projects while concurrently working in conjunction with Oregon's Congessional delegation, 
Senator Schumer and others to ensure reinstatement of the EPA LT2 "risk mitigation" 
compliance option. 

SECURE A DEFERRAL 

Friends of the Reservoirs has requested that our new Governor Kate Brown, head of the Oregon 
Health Authority (OHA), direct that bureau to approve a deferral of projects. If the Portland Water 
Bureau worked in support of, rather than against community interests, a deferral of projects 
minimally in line with Rochester's deferral could be approved by OHA. Previously, the Water 
Bureau failed to submit adequate supportive documentation to back up a deferral request, used a 
surrogate to send OHA a message that they wanted to pursue burial projects, and the City failed 



to lobby OHA to support the deferral request. 

LANDSLIDE & EARTHQUAKE RISK OVERSTATED 

The community has had no opportunity to comprehensively examine the Water Bureau"s 
overstated claim with regard to landslide risk. After a public presentation on Mt. Tabor geology in 
2012, I spoke with a PSU geologist (and Water Bureau consultant) regarding the plans for the 
Washington Park reservoirs. He advised that as long as there was no digging at Washington Park 
there should be no serious threat of landslides based on historical study. PSU landslide analysis 
confirms little recent movement. See graph showing dimished slippage, submitted separately. 
Note that this information was withheld from BDS and the HLC. At the end of the 2004 
Independent Reseruoir Panel process the Water Bureau knew that they had failed to convince the 
Panel majority (a panel that excluded every single NA in the city and every single neighborhood 
coalition) to support their demolition/ disconnection plans. In the final week of the long-running 
panel process an anonymous phone call was made (by a woman subsequently chastized publicly 
by Mayor Katz) to the Urban League panel member suggesting that the reservoirs were an 
earthquake threat. Friends of the Reservoirs spent hundreds of hours the following week 
researching Water Bureau consultant documents, PSU geology maps, Water Bureau documents, 
geological records and other information that showed that a serious earthquake was expected to 
cause only minor leaking at the reservoirs. Many of these documents have since been shared with 
Commissioner Amanda Fritz. 
Research confirmed that the Water Bureau's backup source, the Columbia South Shore Well Field 
would likely be lost or severely damaged due to having been sited in a high liquefaction zone. 

The Water Bureau has a well-documented history of overstating risks when intent on pushing 
costly and often controversial build projects over "boring" maintenance that protects assets and 
keeps rates low. The Federal Energy Regulatory System that regulated the small hydro plant 
located at the Mt. Tabor reservoirs ( unware for several years that the Water Bureau had taken 
Reservoir 6 offline since 2010 without notifying them) called out the PWB for overestimating 
inundation in the event of a catastrophic dam break event (FERC letter documenting such 
submitted separately). The Washington Park reservoirs like the Mt. Tabor reservoirs are very 
well built as documented in many Water Bureau documents including the 2010 Dortinacq 
Historic Structures Report thus are unlikely to completely fail even in a strong seismic event. And 
given the small size of the Washington Park reservoirs the inundation area would be small. 

The Water Bureau advised the Historic Landmark Commision on March 30, 2015 that onsite 
digging could trigger a landslide. 

System-wide leaking including the Washington Park reservoirs is limited as has been repeatedly 
reported by the PWB to their budget committee including when I was a member of that committee. 
The Washington Park reservoirs have not been leaking anywhere close to the leaking at the newly 
constructed costly $121 million Powell Butte II tank, which was leaking as a result of massive 
number (3200) of cracks as reported by KOIN 6 TV investigators in 2014. KOIN's report came after 
their hard-fought public records requests subsequent to backroom industry discussion of the 
serious problem with the new tank, http:l/koin.com/2014/05/20/powell-butte-ii-reservoir-
design-con tract-balloons I 
. The new $121 million Powell Butte II underground tank project was leaking enough to fill an 
Olympic sized pool every day. 
Note that the cozy CH2MHill design contract for that project when last checked was 45'% over 
budget. 

The Powell Butte tank Land Use decision acknowledged concerns with flooding of homes 
associated with a 50 million gallon underground tank, confirming that flooding risk is not 
eliminated with new seismically upgraded underground tank when compared with the 
subtantively built open reservoirs. 

The Portland Water Bureau has not met the requirements for compliance with Chapters 
33.445 and 33.846 

The Portland Water Bureau has not demonstrated that they considered the historic value of 
Portland's open reservoir resources when making their backroom and unsupported decision to 
demolish the Washington Park open reservoirs. As stated above the community was never 



afforded the opportunity to fully consider the alternatives to demolition. The Water Bureau's 
selected so called "Sounding Board" does not represent broad-based community stakeholders, 
and does not fit the intent of City Council Reservoir Resolution 36237. The PWB's "Sounding 
Board" was not established to "allow the community to fully consider alternatives to 
demolition", but for the Water Bureau and their army of consultants to focus the 
conversation about what happens after the demolition. In 2002 the "What goes on top" 
process was exponentially lengthier with greater community involvement, but of a similar nature 
wherein the consultant Joe Glicker (then with MWH Global, now with CH2MHill) told the 
community the only thing they could talk about is what happens after the degradation of the open 
reservoir system. The "What goes on Top" committee ultimately challenged the Water Bureau's 
limiting of the scope of the community discussion. 

Only a handful of people were aware of the Water Bureau's "Sounding Board" meetings. Private 
meetings with selected individuals is not a meaningful public process for meeting the City's 
adopted Principles of Good Public Involvement. 

The Portland Water Bureau and their cozy revolving-door consultants have been trying for 
decades to force "fun" (as described in 2013 by Water Bureau engineer Stan Vanderberg at a 
wholesale customer water managers meeting) tank burial projects. In 2004 Water Bureau 
Administrator Mort Anoushirivani when asked at a public infrastructure meeting why the Water 
Bureau was spending so much money on revolving-door consultant studies while deferred 
maintenance (as referenced by a 2004 City Auditor report) was avoided, responded by saying 
"designing and building is glamorous and maintenance is boring." 

The 2002 MWH Global/ PWB Reservoir burial Permitting Strategy document delineates tactics 
and strategies for thwarting community opposition to burying the reservoirs via manipulation of 
Land Use laws. Document submitted separately via e-mail. 

When trying to force unsupported reservoir demolition and covering projects between 2001 and 
2004, PWB PR staff including Tim Hall repeatedly told the public that the reservoirs were not 
historic resources. It was not the Water Bureau that worked to place the reservoirs on the 
National Register of Historic Places in 2004 but several members of the Friends of the Reservoirs 
that dedicated the better part of a year toward the effort. Friends of the Reservoirs is a Water 
Bureau watchdog organization with members representing both sides of the river that formed in 
response to 2001 line-item budget decisions to cover Washington Park reservoirs and demolish 
the Mt. Tabor reservoirs. 

At a budget presentation in March 2015 the Portland Water Bureau failed to include the historic 
open reservoirs as Water Bureau assets, let alone as the significant water system assets they have 
been and remain today. Chet Orloff suggested in his June 2006 letter to Council supporting 
reservoir upgrades and opening up the reservoirs to the public (better alternative to demolition) 
that the Water Bureau install permanent exhibit boards that would "thoroughly inform citizens of, 
and deepen pride in these great assets'', wrongly believing that the Water Bureau had abandoned 
"still born" plans to demolish. I was present at this Council hearing. Orloffs letter, the 2006 
Council Resolution and associated press release were submitted for the record in a separate 
e-mail. 

The Portland Water Bureau was the only utility in the entire nation that was secretly seated at the 
table serving on the EPA LT2 Federal Advisory Committee. They brought with them a revolving-
door consultant, Joe Glicker, a former PWB engineer, whose associated global engineering firms 
have profited from the onerous one-size-fits-all regulation that by all accounts will provide no 
measurable public health benefit to systems like Portland's Bull Run open reservoir water system. 
A list of some of the contracts awarded to Glicker's associated corporations was provided to the 
HLC in the Mt. Tabor Disconnect LU case and has been provided City Council in the past. 
It was the Water Bureau in isolation and/or in backroom consultation with consultants who set 
the fast-track schedule for reservoir compliance. There is no deadline in the LT2 rule for reservoir 
compliance (See e-mail from EPA Region 10 representative copied below) 



Demoli.tion Criteria: Demolition of the resource has been evaluated against and, on balance, has 
been found supportive of the goals and policies of the Cornprehensive Plan, ancl any relevant area 
plans 
DEMOLITION DOES NOT MEET COMPREHENSIVE PLAN GOALS 

GOAL 1: This goal is best met by installing "covers" or "treating at the outlet" or by an Oregon 
Health Authority deferral, an EPA waiver or a variance which is allowed by the Safe Drinking 
Water Act for "treatment techniques" such as the "treat or cover" EPA LT2 requirement- See 
additional comments above. 
Goal not met by demolition 
GOAL 2: The land around the reservoirs was opened up to the public in 2006 during daylight 
hours after extensive upgrades were completed including upgrading and reopening the grand 
entry staircase. Friends of the Reservoirs participated in the subsequent celebration which took 
place on the day Randy Leonard announced that his staffer David Shaff would be permanently 
appointed as Water Bureau director. 2006 Council Resolution, press release and other 
documentation provided separately. 

The value to the community will be significantly diminished not improved by demolition of the 
open reservoirs. 
Goal not met by demolition 
GOAL 3 NEIGHBORHOOD: The PWB specifically avoided opportunity for the public to fully 
consider options to avoid demolition. See comments above and documentation provided 
separately. It was public opposition to the lack of public process in 200 l that lead to the 2004 
"Independent Reservoir Panel" which after opportunity to consider all of the options (with much of 
the significant information provided the panel by the Friends of the Reservoirs), they could not 
support the Water Bureau's proposed demolition of the Tabor reservoirs and covering Washington 
Park reservoirs. 

Additionally, the WB failed to notify stakeholders of meetings associated with this Washington 
Park reservoir demolition case, including conferences with the Historic Landmark Commission. In 
order to make significant participation including research difficult they brought this Demolition 
LU case forward over the Christmas holiday overlapping the Mt. Tabor LU process. See 
information above and below. 
The Water Bureau failed to provide the Historic Landmark Commission the 2010 70-page Historic 
Structure Report that documents, as does the referenced MWH nine -year study report, that the 
reservoirs are in relatively good condition. See documentation and comments above and sent 
separately. 
The Washington Park Reservoirs are significant, unique and irreplaceable community assets. 

Goal not meet by demolition. 
GOAL 6 TRANSPORTATION: The promenade around the reservoirs was opened up following 
costly upgrades in 2006 including the upgrade construction of the grand entry staircase, new 
wrought iron fencing, etc.. See comments above and documentation 2006 Council 
Resolution, press release, Chet Orloff letter submitted separately.The significant value of 
the historic open reservoirs by far supersedes the minimal night entry restrictions. Goal not met. 

GOAL 8 ENVIRONMENT: The onerous EPA LT2 regulation is under review and revision. 
Landslide risk is overstated. Sec comments above and documentation submitted separately. 
Goal not met by demolition 

GOAL 9: CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT- PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AVOIDED; COUNCIL ORDINANCE 
REQUIRING PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT DEFIED There has been no citizen involvement in the 
decision-making process as required by the Independent Reservoir Review Panel Ordinance # 
36237 (attached for the record). A meaningful public process would have thoughtfully and 
publicly considered all EPA compliance options with all community stakeholders seated at the 
table. All stakeholders would have equal access to all pertinent information without having to deal 
with the Water Bureau's stonewalling public records requests or having to go to other utilities for 
factual information as has been the case over and over for decades. The Portland Water Bureau 
made all significant land use decisions backroom in defiance of the reservoir City Council 
Ordinance # 36267 which required bringing community stakeholders together to determine what 



action to take if the LT2 "risk mitigation" option could not be met. Friends of the Reservoirs was 
present when this ordinance was negotiated with Commissioner Saltzman in 2004. Mayor Potter 
was very supportive, insisting on inclusion of all community stakeholders in ANY future 
decisions/ actions impacting the open reservoirs. 

The relevant sections of the ordinance include but are not limited to: "BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, 
that the City Council directs the Water Bureau to work with Portland Parks and Recreation, the Police Bureau 
and members of the public representing commercial and residential ratepayers, neighbors and stakeholders, 
to develop and submit to the appropriate state or federal regulator agency a risk mitigation proposal for the 
City's open finished drinking water reservoirs after the LT2ESWTR is promulgated in final form using a 
process consistent with the City's adopted Principles of Good Public Involvement"; and BE IT FURTHER 
RESOLVED ..... utilizing meaningful public process consistent with the City's adopted Principles of Good Public 
Involvement, in future actions related to the open reservoirs. Inexplicably the EPA removed the "risk 
mitigation" option that was included in the draft 2003 regulation from the onerous and 
scientifically unsupported final LT2 rule released in 2006. Community stakeholders (including 
Friends of the Reservoirs) should have been brought together prior to the Portland Water Bureau's 
development of any reservoir compliance plan. 

Friend of the Reservoirs has devoted tens of thousands of volunteer hours over the last 12 plus 
years working to protect the significant and well-functioning resources that are Portland's historic 
open reservoirs. We have worked with a broad base of community stakeholders including many 
neighborhood associations, neighborhood coalitions, public health organizations, businesses and 
business coalitions, environmental and social justice organizations - all of whom have written to 
City Council and/or the Congressional delegation in support of alternatives to the current 
reservoir plan. Over 30 community organizations have opposed the Water Bureau's burial and 
covering plans since 2002. At least 22 of these organizations have written to City Council, the 
Congressional delegation and/ or testified in support of alternatives since 2010. 

Forty (40) members of the public attended the Water Bureau's first public meeting (2014) related 
to the Washington Park demolition plans. No information was presented on any of the viable 
options that would avoid demolition. Overwhelmingly, everyone in attendance at this meeting save 
one opposed the Water Bureau's demolition plans. By design the Water Bureau has avoided 
providing opportunity for the community to fully consider alternatives to demolition. Just as in 
2002 the Water Bureau wants to limit ratepayer discussion to what happens after the degradation 
of Portland's significant water system and community assets. 
All other meetings were poorly attended as the community was not informed. See comments 
above. 
Goal not met 

GOAL 11 PUBLIC UTILITIES 
Goal not met- See comments above addressing grill work and Water Bureau plan to go four years 
without any storage at Washington Park 
BDS and the Portland Water Bureau again incorrectly reports, 
In. addition, staff notes that the reservoirs are currently rest:ricte<i./rmn public access due to 
liability concerns. Significant ratepayer dollars were invested in opening up the Washington Park 
reservoirs to the public and upgrading the infrastructure (Mt. Tabor reservoirs have always been 
open to the public). June 2006 Council Resolution, press release and letter from Historian 
Chet Orloff supporting the opening up of the reservoir sites to the public and budgeting fo:r 
infrastructure upgrades submitted separately for the record. This ocurred after the 
finalization of the LT2 regulation. 

GOAL URBAN DESIGN 
Enhance Portland as a livable city, attractive in its setting and dynamic in its urban character by 
preserving its history and building a substantial legacy of quality private developments and puhlic 
irnprovernents for future generations 
By demolishing Reservoirs 3 and 4 and the Weir building that have served the city for more than 
100 years and have been upgraded to provide safe water for another 50 years, the city is failing to 
preserve Portland's heritage, beauty, civic identity and its economic vitality is greatly diminished. 

BDS staff report is incorrect. Unfortunately, the overwhelming forces of nature haue not /Jeen kind 
to these structures and the preservation oj'these facilities has /Jeen an ongoing challenge since 



he{ore their inilial completion. It is not nature that has been unkind but the Portland Water 
Bureau's focus on revolving-door consultant contracts and "fun" and "glamorous" build projects 
over deferred maintenance that have lead to deterioration. However, the 70-page 2010 Cascade 
Design Robert Dortignacq Washington Park Historic Structures Report which the Water 
Bureau withheld from the HLC and BDS and City Council tells a different story. The Historic 
Structure report says that for the most part the reservoirs arc in good condition which confirms 
the report from a 9-ycar MWH Global study of the reservoirs which is referenced in the Dortignacq 
report. 
BDS also incorrectly reports the continued preseruation of the existing historic reseruoirs, 
with the persistent lwidslide,pressures continuing to comprornise their structural stability, 
appears to be imsustainalJle in the long run. See Table C-1 Open Reservoir Facilities at Mt. 
Tabor and Washington park Schedule of Proposed Capital Facility Projects by Year which 
lists project to be completed over a 20 year period to keep the reservoirs safely operating 
for 50 years. Landslide stability is not noted as an issue in this document resulting from a 
nine-year study of the reservoirs. It is unsustainable and bad governance to waste the 
significant and costly ratepayer investments made over the last 10 years, continually raising water 
rates and base charges, making Portland unaffordable for the middle class. See Steve Novick's 
2013 deferral request to the Oregon Health Authority submitted separately addressing the 
skyrocketing of rates. 

The goals of the Comprehensive Plan arc not supported by this plan- sec additional comments 
above. 

Economic, Sustainability, Urban Design, Public Involvement, Neighborhood, Transportation and 
Public Health, Utility goals are not met with this demolition plan. 

Significant in.vestments in upgrades were made at the Washington Park reservoirs between 2003 
and 2010. The significant costs associated with these consultant, design and construction 
contracts will be borne by the ratepayer over a 25 year period with those costs increasing over 
time. Many of the upgrades were designed to keep the reservoirs safely operating for 50 additional 
years. The majority middle class ratepayers cannot afford any further rate increases on top of rate 
increases that have been staggeringly high since 2004. The Water Bureau plans another 7'Yo 
increase in water rates to be approved by Council May 2015. 

The open reservoirs avoid new and unique public health risks associated with burying Portland's 
open reservoirs, for example cancer-causing Nitrification, a problem EPA has long scientifically 
documented with buried storage. EPA acknowledged in their Coliform Rule papers that they failed 
to address the Nitrification problem when promulgating the I:l'2 regulation. Radon, from 
Portland's secondary lower quality source, the Columbia South Shore Well Field, which presently 
vents through the open reservoirs, will not be able to vent adequately with the elimination of open 
reservoirs. Radon entering homes via water will permeate homes every time water is used for any 
purpose. Radon is the second leading cause of lung cancer in the United States. 

The historic character of these resources cannot be replaced. The water system, the park, the 
surrounding neighborhoods and the City will be significantly harmed. On ,June 21, 2006 
Historian, Park Board Member, the former chair of the Tabor "What goes on Top" committee, Chet 
Orloff ,wrote to Portland City Council praising them for reconsidering their earlier decisions on the 
open reservoirs. He additionally suggested "greater historical interpretation of the reservoirs with 
some permanent, on-site exhibit boards mounted adjacent to them, presenting information and 
images about the history of the reservoirs, the story of our great water system ... to "more 
thoroughly inform citizens and deepen everyone's pride in, these great assets." The Water Bureau 
ignored Chet Orlo!Ts suggestions, not wanting to promote the historic resources as the significant 
assets to our water system and city as they have been for over 100 years. 

DENY THE PERMIT 
City Council must protect Portland's open reservoir water system, Portland's water system pride 
and heritage and ratepayer's investment, and thus must deny this abominable demolition plan. 

MITIGATION: Approval of any alteration to the open reservoirs, including the unconsidered 
options of installation of the floating covers to the grillwork or installation of UV radiation. bulbs, 
disconnection should include a mitigation plan that requires completion within the next 3 years of 



the short-term maintenance projects outlined in the 2010 Robert Dortignacq Washington Park 
Historic Structures Report submitted for the record via separate electronic communication. All 
restoration and maintenance projects recommended in this Historic Structures f~eport should be 
mandated by City Council to be completed over a reasonable timcframc to support preservation. 

Addendum 

I.Documentation that there is no deadline in the LT2 rule for reservoir "treat or cover" compliance 
From: Winiecki.Eric(i:1)epamail.epa.gov 

Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2009 8:41 AM 

To: stewartstclair@gmail.com 

Subject: Fw: U'2 Rule Non-Compliance Penalties 

Ms. Stewart, 

Public water systems subject to the Lr2 Rule uncovered reservoir 

requirements must have an approved schedule in place by April I, 2009 

for complying with the Ruic. For systems that are not in compliance 

with the requirement on April 1, EPA can issue an administrative order 

to noncom pliers. If a water system violates an administrative order, 

EPA can assess penalties up to $37,500 per day of noncompliance. There 

is no specific deadline for installing reservoir covers ... the requirement is to have an 
approved compliance schedule in place by April 1. 

Eric Winiecki 

Drinking Water Enforcement Coordinator 

EPA Region I O(Note: Highlighting is ours) 



April 23, 2016 
4.14. TIME CERTAIN: 2:00 PM - Consider proposal of the City of Portland Water Bureau for Demolition 

Review and the Bureau of Development Services staff and Portland Historic Landmarks Commission 
recommendation of approval for the demolition of 1894 Reservoir #3, 1894 Reservoir #4 and the 1946 
Weir Building, all contributing resources in the Washington Park Historic District at 2403 SW Jefferson St 
(Hearing introduced by Commissioner Fritz; LU 14-249689 DM) 3 hours requested 

Good Afternoon Mayor and City Commissioner: 

For the record my name is Mary Ann Schwab. I serve on the SE lJplift Board of 
Directors, working on the Comp Plan 2035, Street Fees, Housing Dem.olitions 
Regulations, and preserving beautiful sequoia trees, for a fow examples. Today I 
speak to you as a private individual, however, as SE Uplift has not taken a stand on 
this particular issue. Today I am here specifically to address the lack of adequate 
outreach to the impacted neighborhood, and to ask you to table this process until 
real outreach has been done. 

Saturday, March 28th, my friend and I rang doorbells, talked with homeowners, 
and hung door hangers on their neighbor's front doors. 

The homeowners we spoke to were surprised to learn that 30,000 tmck loads* 
would be rumbling in front of their houses over a four year period, in addition to 
the other construction challenges - public safety impacts, limited access to site for 
deliveries and materials removal, worker parking on narrow streets, noise issues 
(l ,000 pile drivers) truck traffic, concrete/materials deliveries. 

Why were the neighboring homeowners so poorly informed'? The BDS public 
notification signs were placed along busy Burnside Streetj hidden by berry vines, 
and one was at the entrance to the tennis court parking lot. Surely there were 
better places to place them - surely more neighbors would have read them if they 
had been placed next to the MAX/Tri-met bus stop or on the path toward the park's 
water fountain. But really, no one driving East on Burnside Street stops to read a 
legal posting. These signs came up pretty short of the City that Works tmck with 

lights flashing. 

So, what might go wrong next? Cement trucks squeezing down heavily parked 
residential streets where students ride skateboards around blind comers ... 

Door hanger attached: 

Save the Open Reservoirs and the Washington Historic Olm.stcd Landscape. Did 
you !mow that this proposed pro,ject would bring four years of constrnction and 
30,000 trucks going up .Jefferson/Burnside Streets and through you neighborhood'? 
RES 3, m.obilize/shoring/excavation 8,000 trucks, Res 3, MSI~ walls, 3, trucks, Res 3 
Tank construction 7,000 trucks, Res 4 area construction 6,000 trucks and finally, 
Rest 3/4 visible features 6,000 trucks. 



Due to the lack of adequate public outreach, Fm requesting this be tabled until a 
REAL OUTREACH has been concluded. 

"We each have a duty to the land in which we live. We have all come from the 
earth. On death we return back to the ground. And in the cycle of life, everything 
that is born always is connected with water, Water is the giver of life." 

-- Pierson Mitchell, Washat Religious Leader 

// 

········A;{;>~t 
Mar; ~Schwab, Community Advocate 

605 SE 38111 Avenue 

Portland, OR 97214-3203 

(503 23(>-3522 

e33maschwab@gmail.com 
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Save the Open Reservoirs and the 
Washington Park Historic Olmsted Landscape 
Dfd you know that this proposed project wfll bring 
four years of construction and 30,000 trucks going up 
Jef!~sol_!LBurnsideStreets and through you_r neighborhood~-·-·--

Washington Par!< Reservoir lmprovemento Project Construction Scneduh~ 
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(Illustrations: Washington Park Improvements Project 10/ 29/2014) r _ 
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Wasl":lr.gtcn Pari< Reservoir imprcvements ?:-oject Shorll'g WaH 1 Construction 

New York has worked for their community, and received a 
reprieve from the EPA LT2 until 2028. NY is working with EPA 
for a Waiver as is New Jersey. Our city has instead moved 
forward on costly projects. We must insist our council ask for 
a Waiver, to be good stewards of our Bull Run Water System 
and parks. Read why Open Reservoirs need to remain fully 
functioning as a vital component of our water system: 
www.bullrunwaiver.org 
Washington Park is a crown jewel park of our city. What will 
happen to this historic park and your neighborhood? 
Project cost: $76 million. 
Construction challenges: Public Safety, Limited access to 
site for deliveries and materials removal, worker parking, 
noise mitigation, truck traffic,conrete I materials deliveries. 
Meetings to attend: 
Historical Landmarks Commission 
March 30 - 1:30pm - 1900 SW 4th Ave. 2nd fl. 
City Council Hearing on Washington Park 
Reservoirs Demolition April 23 - 2:00pm 

Cdpyrlght 2015 Cit izens for Portlands Wate r 



To: 

From: 

Date: 
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WASHINGTON PARK 
RESERVOIR IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT 

'5\.Abm~bj 
Ch~'-s ~f\. ~ 
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Washington Park Reservoir Improvements Project 
Community Sounding Board 

Historic Landmarks Commission 

Washington Park Reservoir Improvements Project 
Community Sounding Board Members 

January 27, 2014 

Subject: Community Sounding Board Input on Washington Park Reservoir 
concepts 

The Community Sounding Board for the Washington Park Reservoir 
Improvements Project would like to express our support for the proposed concept 
for visible features for this project. 

Over the past six months, our group has met seven times to advise the project team on 
community issues. Our Sounding Board is composed of park neighbors, park users, 
neighborhood association representatives, historic advocacy organizations, and staff 
from Portland Parks & Recreation. We have advised the team on the formation of Goals 
and Objectives (Attachment 1 ), helped brainstorm potential elements to be included in 
concept alternatives, and helped refine the concepts and identify the most viable 
alternatives. 

Throughout the process, the Goals and Objectives have been used as a foundation to 
ensure the concepts reflect the values and priorities of the community. Based on these 
Goals and Objectives, the Community Sounding Board supports the Cascades concept 
for the upper reservoir area (Reservoir 3) . 

For the lower area (Reservoir 4), the preferences of our members were initially split fairly 
evenly between the Lowland Habitat and the Reflecting Pool concepts, although all 
participants expressed acceptance of either concept. We believe the subsequent Hybrid 
concept successfully blends the best of each of the previous concepts. 

Beyond preferences for concepts, there are several themes that were consistently 
voiced by the sounding board: 

• Provide a large expanse of water - This value has been consistently and 
almost universally raised throughout the process and through all forms of 
outreach and consultation. 

• Retain historic character - Aside from the expanse of water, we value several 
historic aspects, including: elements, such as the fence and buildings; the 
tranquil character, and the function as part of the city's highly regarded water 
system . 

Communi ty So unding Boa rd Recommendat ions I Page 1 of 3 



• Provide habitat - Our group has also expressed interest in using this project as 
a means of addressing the city's goals for increasing native habitat. 

• Be responsible with ratepayers' money - This value has been consistently 
raised through all forms of outreach. While we support the visible features design 
process and results, we want to ensure spending is kept within reason. 

Specifically in regards to the proposed concepts, the Sounding Board recommends that 
sections of new fencing be as low profile as possible so as not to detract from the 
expanse of water and to allow for better views. 

Finally, the Community Sounding Board supports the project's public process and the 
direction in which the design team is moving with the visible features of the project. 

CSB Members 
Charlie Clark -Northwest Heights NA 
Nicolas Clark - Neighbors West Northwest 
Terri Davis - Portland Parks & Recreation 
Chris Kent - Goose Hollow NA 
Annie Mahoney - Historic Group Representative 
Dave Malcolm - Sy/van-Highlands NA 
Eric Nagle - Arlington Heights NA 
Bill Welch - Northwest District Association 

Community Sounding Board Recommendations I Page 2 of 3 



Attachment 1: 

Visible Features Goals and Objectives Final Draft 
While the Purpose of the Project articulates the fundamental "why" of the project, 
the Goals and Objectives describe "how." They identify what is important to 
consider in developing concepts for the visible features, and provide a framework 
for evaluating those concepts. 

Be Good Stewards of Public Funds 
• Ensure costs are focused on the greatest benefits to the community 
• Spend public money prudently and limit impact on ratepayers 
• Keep maintenance and operating costs low 

Respect Historic Resources 
• Minimize impacts to historic structures and features 
• Maintain historic character of the site 
• Honor the historic function of the Washington Park reservoirs in the context of the 

overall Portland water system 

Be a Good Neighbor 
• Reduce use of neighborhood parking by park visitors 
• Avoid attraction of nuisance and illegal activities into the park and surrounding 

neighborhoods 
• Enhance the quality of the park as an amenity for neighbors, as well as visitors 
• Minimize construction impacts 

Enhance Park Experience 
• Provide public access to the area with opportunities for low-intensity recreation 
• Retain the reflective and tranquil character of the site that is now created and 

heightened by the visual connection to an expanse of water. 
• Enhance views into and from the area 
• Provide people with ability to connect with nature in the city 
• Maintain security of the park and water facilities 
® Ensure the new visible features enhance current park uses and are compatible 

with future park uses 

Support Sustainability 
• Create sustainable landscapes that provide habitat for birds and other native 

wildlife 
• Minimize climate change impacts due to construction, operations and 

maintenance. 
• Promote wise use of our water resources through design, maintenance and 

education. 
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fulington 
Heigbts 

Neighborhood Association 

Via email t,0 Hilln.ry.Ada.m@porthndorngon.gov, coufinnn.t:ion copy by U.S. Mai] 

Hilla.ry Adam 
Lnrnl Use Services, Bureau of Development Services 
RE: LU 14-249689 
1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 4500 
Portland, OR 97201 

Dear l\fs. Adam, 

The Arlington Heights Ne:ighborhoocl Associn.tiou (AENA) is concernecl about :impacts to our 
neighborhood from the Water Bureau's p1·ovosecl Washington Park Reservoir Imprnvement 
Project Spec:ificn.Jly, we ]rnve significant c011cer11s about the routing of trucks through our 
neighborhood, ancl the closure oJ the Sacagawea Circle, which is one of only t\vo entrances to the 
North Encl of Arlington Heights. We would like the Hearings Office to request that tJ1e Wa.t,er 
Bureau mitigate truck traffic a.s much as possible, and ensure that the Sacagawea Circle remains 
open to neighborhoocl traffic as pai·t of this Improvement Project. 

On Febrnary 9, 2015, Linrlsay Wochnick from the Wn.tcr Buren;n ancl Jerry l\Ioore present.eel the 
}Jlans for renovation of the Washington Pa.rk Resenoirs to AHN.A. It is our nmlerntarnling tha.t 
constrncti011 is slat.eel to begin summer 2016. rrhe storngc facility at Reservoir 3 will he comp] ct.eel 
at the encl of 2019, and Hesenoir 4 will be decommissioned by 2020. Most intense construction 
activity •~i]] occur in tlrn first three years. We 'rnre inforrnecl that Sacn.gawea Circle wonlcl he 
completely close<l to at least eastbo1md traffic (and possibly westbo1md tra.ffie) for a. minimum of 
nine to t\rnlve continuous months clur:ing construction. 'rhe closure of Sncn.gn.,nia Circle "ill 
result in m<~jor problems getting in nml out of the Arlington Heights neighborhood for residents, 
Washington Park visitors, ancl commuters " ·ho use this route from Ilighway 26. 

Sa.cngn.wca Cfrc]e is a main route for nccess to rlowntmrn, 1-405 S, anrl J-5 S. Cnl'l'ently, West 
Bnmsicle :.Lt Tichner is Yel')' congestml during rush hour precluding right-hand (in-bournl) tnms 
on reel anrl hacking np trnffic on Ti elmer. Jn mlrli ti on, traffic :is alrca.rly "st,0p n.nrl go" on West 
Burnside at nrnh hour. J1'orcing ALL traJ'Jie from the l)ark <Lrnl the ATlington Heights 
lrn:ighhorhoorl t,0 nsc the int.crscct.ion nt. B nrnsiclc anil Tichncr is not acceptnhle. There a.re many 
events and concerts in Wrn:;hington Park, esvccia.Uy iluring the SlllillllCl'. rrhe closure of 
Sacngn.wen. Circle will sig11ificnntly incrense neighhorhoocl congestion rluring these evm1ts, 
bcca.nsc there will now only be one point of access ('fielmer) to the Hose Ganlcn, a.mphithcater 
a.nil .Ja.pa.nesf:\ Garclen. Fnrt.hnrrnore, the Watf:\r Hnrean plan "ill arlcl to trnffic co ngest.ion by 

2257 l\TW Raleigh Street, Portland OR 97210 
503.823.4288 board@ailingtonheightspdx.org www.arlingtonheightspdx.org 
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JJroposing that all of their trucks use the one a,yailable lLCcess point on '-richncr (see below). 
ARNA has proposecl several a.ltenrntives to the Wa.t,er Bureau, including making the uort,h half 
of Sacagnwen Cfrcle two >vny (hy the use of signnls, striping, ancl temporary wiclening) aJ11l 
reopening of Stearns Drive to one-wa.y traffic. We woulcl like to ensure that this concern is 
adtlressefl as part of the Lnntl Use Ap1n·ovaJ. 

The vVater Bureau proposes that aH of their truck traffic access the site by Burnside via Tichner, 
1\tla.rconi, a.nd Pa.rk Even after efforts to rmluce truck traffic (by usiug a couveyer for movi11g 
material from the upper to lower resenoir sites), the Water Bureau has aclrnowledged that there 
will be heavy trucks traversing the neighborhood, and has iJ}_formed us the average ra.te will he 
one truck every 4-5 minutes throughout the day. This will cause considerable impact to 
residences along those roacls in the form of uoise, congestion, a;nd vibration. AHNA would like 
consideration of more use of Hwy 26 vi11 Kingston Drive, more use of Jeffel'Son/lVfadison to access 
the site, arnl furtJ1er cousic1era.ti011 of a.lternatives for moving materials to the Reservoir 3 site 
from :wcess via. .Jefferson (e.g., cranes, conveyers, concrete pumps, temporary ro:uls) by the Water 
Bureau. 

Please have the Wa.t.er Burca.n ti0nJ]ow10vo-wa.y traffic on Sacaga.wca Circle, or provide another 
lLCcess point at the north end of Arlington Heights, as a condition for approntl. Please also 
ensure tlrnt the routing of tmck traffic is aclclressed before this applica.tiou is approved. We 
appreciltte your consiclera.tiou. Please do not hesitate to contact me il' you have any questions 
about these neighhor]1oocl impacts. 

President 

2257 l\~ Raleigh Street, Portland OR 97210 
503.82a.4288 board@arlingtonheightspdx.org www.arlingtonheightspdx.org 
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Hillary Adam 
City of Portland, Land Use Services 
1900 SW 4th Ave, Suite 5000 
Portland, Oregon 97201 

Dear Ms. Adam: 

March 24, 2oy S 

The Arlington Heights Neighborhood Association would like this letter to be included as 
testimony in the record for the Historic Landmarks Commission hearing on Case File LU 
14-249689 DM (PC# 14-139549), Demolition Review for Washington Park Reservoirs 
#3 and #4 and the Weir Building. 

There has been concern expressed in our neighborhood that the historic preservation 
and restoration activities described in the attachments to the public notice are not 
sufficiently linked to the demolition approval. After carefully reviewing the notice and 
attached drawings, the Arlington Heights Neighborhood Association Board agrees. 

Included in the notice is a Service Bureau note that states "If the Demolition Review is 
approved by Portland City Council, a Type 3 Land Use Review is still required, as well as 
building permit issuance for the new development, before a demolition permit will be 
released." This does not, however, link the approval to specific preservation and 
restoration activities. 

The key elements of the notice relevant to our concerns are the Proposed Demolition 
drawing and the Preliminary Design Concept drawing. Both of these are marked 
"Preliminary" which makes it ambiguous as to whether they describe the activities that 
will actually take place. Developing a position on the proposed demolition is impossible 
for our Neighborhood Association unless specific (not "preliminary") plans are provided. 

To remove this ambiguity, we request the following be required for approval: 

A) Demolition of historic structures shall be limited to activities shown on, and listed in 
Sheet Keynotes of, the Proposed Demolition drawing included in the Historic Landmarks 
Commission hearing notice of February 27, 2015. 

B) A demolition permit shall not be released unless the required building permit for new 
development includes all of the historic preservation and restoration activities shown 
on, and listed in the Sheet Keynotes of, the Preliminary Design Concept drawing in the 
Historic Landmarks Commission hearing notice of February 27, 2015. 

2257 ~TW Raleigh Street, Portland OR 97210 
503.823.4288 board@arlingtonheightspdx.org www. arlingtonheightspd:x.01·g 
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The Arlington Heights Neighborhood Association appreciates the efforts to which the 
Water Bureau has gone to include public input in the design process, and their efforts 
to preserve the historic character of Washington Park. We believe the requirements we 
request for approval of a demolition permit are reasonable and in keeping with the spirit 
of the project. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Alpert Siegel, Ph.D. 

President, Arlington Heights Neighborhood Association 

2257 1'-1-rw Raleigh Street, Portland OR 97210 
503.823.4288 board@arlingtonheightspdx.org www.arlingtonheightspdx.org 



Commissioner Nick Fish 
Portland City Hall 

2257 NW Raleigh Street - Portland, Oregon 97210 
Voice: 503-823-4288 - Coalition@nwnw.org 

www.nwnw.org 

December 16, 2013 

1221 SW Fifth Ave., Room 240 
Portland OR 97204 

Re: Clean diesel specification for Washington Park Reservoir Improvement Project 

Dear Commissioner Fish: 

Over the past year, the Arlington Heights Neighborhood Association has engaged closely with 
the Water Bureau as it develops options for covering the reservoirs in Washington Park. 
Because the neighborhood is so close to the reservoirs, we have a keen interest in both the 
project design and the construction process. The Water Bureau's public outreach efforts for this 
project have been commendable, and we are hopeful that, whatever design option is ultimately 
selected, the project will enhance Washington Park. 

We write to urge that the contract specifications for the project include a "clean diesel" 
provision, requiring that heavy equipment meet EPA Tier IV emissions standards. According to 
the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality's 2006 Portland Area Toxics Assessment, 
diesel particulate matter is "one of the top t11ree sources of adverse health effects and cancer risk 
in the Portland area." DEQ found that these emissions pose a significant risk across the area. 
Studies show that diesel emissions create a cancer risk seven times greater than the combined 
risk of all 181 other air toxics tracked by EPA, and children and seniors are the most vulnerable 
to health effects of diesel pollution. DEQ has estimated that the annual public health and 
environmental cost of diesel emissions to Oregonians is up to $2 billion. 

Moreover, the main component of diesel particulate emissions is black carbon, which contributes 
significantly to global climate change, and which locally contributes to loss of snowpack in the 
Cascades, reducing stream flows and impairing water quality. Limiting these emissions would 
thus help achieve the 2009 Portland/Multnomah County Climate Action Plan's goal ofreducing 
the city's contribution to climate change. Emissions from Tier IV-compliant diesel equipment 
are vastly cleaner than those from equipment that doesn't meet the standard. 



's Sustainable Policy, which Council adopted 14 on 
September 8, 20 l 0, also supports a clean diesel specification. The Policy states: 

The City recognizes that the types of products and services the City buys have inherent 
social, human health, environmental and economic impacts, and that the City should 
make procurement decisions that embody the City's commitment to sustainability. 

Section 2.2 of the Policy requires that city employees incorporate "pollutant releases" and 
"toxicity" when writing specifications for procurement of services. 

Similarly, Goal 8 of Portland's Comprehensive Plan and Policies, adopted in November 2011, 
calls for the city to "maintain and improve the quality ofPortland's air." 

Of course, these policies only have meaning if the city bureaus carry them out, as cities 
elsewhere in the country are doing. Chicago, Pittsburgh, and New York City all mandate use of 
Tier IV equipment in their publicly-funded construction projects. Such mandates are not 
difficult for contractors to meet. Diesel equipment sold since 2007 already meets Tier IV 
standards, and older equip1nent can be retrofitted to do so. In Portland, the Northwest Distlict 
Association recently negotiated an agreement with C.E. John Company, the developer of the 
Con-way project, to use Tier IV construction equipment. 

Finally, an important consideration is that this project wiH be carried out in Washington Park, a 
crown jewel of Portland's park system, and a major attraction for residents and visitors alike. If 
there's any place that deserves protection of its air quality, it's this green refuge. 

For all of these reasons, we ask that you direct the Water Bureau to include a specification 
requiring Tier JV clean diesel equipment in the contract for the reservoir project. 

Cc: Commissioner Amanda Fritz 

Susan Alpert-Siegel 
Board President 

David Shaff, Administrator, Water Bureau 
Ty Kovach, Director of Maintenance and Construction 
Teresa Elliott, Principal engineer 



April 23, 2015 

Portland City Council 
Portland City Hall 
1221 SW Fourth A venue 
Portland OR 97204 

C: Hillary Adam, BDS 

Re: Demolition Review for Washington Park Reservoirs 
Washington Park, 
LU 14-249689 DM (pc# 14-139549) 

Dear Mayor Hales and Commissioners Fish, Fritz, Novick and Saltzman, 

This written testimony strongly supports preserving the character of Reservoir 4 in the 
Washington Park Reservoirs Historic District. 

I submit that approving the issuance of this permit for demolition runs counter to the intent of 
Title 33, Section 445.010: "Historic preservation beautifies the city, promotes the city's economic health, 
and helps to preserve and enhance the value of historic properties." It also runs counter to Approval 
Criterion 2.4 which requires evaluation in light of the Washington Park Reservoirs Historic 
District. The District Nomination of states that "the most defining principle of Reservoirs 3 and 4 is 
the open expanse of water 40feet deep. Because of the great depth and the towering firs that surround 
(them), the water is a rich, deep hue." 

Public purpose will be well served by maintaining integrity of the Washington Park Historic 
Reservoirs District, yet that integrity is threatened. Sensitive restoration and preservation of key 
elements is proposed, yet the central issue of demolishing Reservoir 4 remains. 

This demolition does not set legal precedent. It does set precedent for the perception of value we 
bring to our publicly owned historic resources. 

Improvement of public infrastructure is critical. Sometimes that improvement is surprising, and 
may not be evident. In order to maintain and enhance the character of both reservoirs and the 
district as a whole, I suggest that the council ask the applicant to return with a scheme for 
Reservoir 4 that enables it to hold water at historic levels. 

Whether they are buildings, parks, or other public amenities, we should treat historic resources 
as we would any other resource, directly and as valuable precedent for successful future 
development. We should understand their extent and qualities, conserve them, and use them 
wisely to enhance our environment. 
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I ask you to deny the application for demolition of Reservoir 4. Please ensure that this precious 
resource is worthy of conservation for continued use to enhance the visual and atmospheric 
character historically intended for this portion of the park. The reflection of not just the wall and 
Pump House, but the sky and the depth of the water is more than a reminder of the past, but a 
continuity of critical public experience. 

Thank you for your stewardship and forward thinking on behalf of us all. 

Sincerejf __ 
fl I 

Johnf. Czarnecki, AIA 
Past Chair of the Portland Historic Landmarks Commission 

... attachments 

"Jt is not simply to give the people of the city an opport-unity for getting fresh air and exercise; .. . It is not 
simply to make a place of amusement or for the gratification of curiosity, or for gaining knowledge. The 
main object and justification of the park is to produce a certain influence in the minds of people, and 
through this to make life in the city healthier and happier. 11 

Frederick Law Olmstead 
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NPS Fonn 10-900a 
(8-86) 

OMB No. 1024-0018 

United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
CONTINUATION SHEET 

Section _7,,____Page J_ 

Washington Park Reservoirs Historic District 
City of Portland, Multnomah County, Oregon 

Associated Landscaping at Washington Park Reservoirs Historic District 

APPENDIXD 

The most defining landscape principle of Reservoirs 3 and 4 is the open expanse of water, 49 feet deep and 40 
feet deep, respectively. Because of the great depth and the due to the reflection of the towering fir trees that 
surround them, the water is a rich. deep hue. Situated in a natural deep ravine, their irregular shape~ rusticated 
concrete structures and ornate wrought iron detailing of fences and lampposts, the reservoirs are a striking and 
elegant addition to the serene forest that makes up this end of Washington Park. From the high p()int on 
Southwest Murray at the nouthwest end of Reservoir 3, a striking view is provided of the water and all of the 
features of the reservoir. Reservoir 4 offers a grand vista from a point south along southwest Murray above the 
southwest side of the reservoir, of the City skyline, Mount Hood. and the watershed area, 50 miles to the east. 
A chain link fence encircles most of the site and a foot path traces the boundary of the fence. On the east side, 
the pathway follows a series of historic steps. In place for more than three decades, the fence is softened by the 
English ivy Hedera helix that makes for the primary ground cover surrounding the embankments. Other 
introduced ground covers include St. Johnswort Hypericum calicynum and periwinkle Vinca major. All trailing 
ground covers have been kept trimmed off the sidewalks and other structures, making a neat appearance, though 
the ivy has been allowed to cover original concrete planters and steps at Reservoir 3. The surrounding forest. 
not within the nominated boundaries, is composed primarily of Douglas fir Pseudotsuga Menzesiii, western red 
cedar 11iuja plicata, and big leaf maple Acer macrophyllum all predominating native tree species of tl1e Pacific 
Northwest. Under story shrubs include other natives, evergreen Oregon grape Mahonia aquifolium I nervosa, 
rhododendrons Rhododendron species, and a variety of deciduous shrubs such as snowberry Symphoricarpos 
alb us. 

Summary Statement of Integrity 

The Washingt()n Park Reservoirs remain today largely intact and in as-built condition. While the basins have 
been relined numerous times. the character-defining elements such as deep open water, parapet walls, iron 
fences, lampposts, gatehouses and features exist today with minor modifications. These modem modifications 
have nol been sensitive to the original architecture; full hollow-core metal doors replaced original wood doors 
in 1987, a gable roof (originally flat) now covers the Pump House and much of the original landscape elements 
are over grown. The 1980s era aluminum light fixtures surrounding the basins do not match the period, yet 
their illumination and reflection in the water after dark provides a connection with the original design that 
included light fixtures. The period lampposts should be refurbished and used to provide lighting. Newer 
buildings and structures are situated primarily in one area. limiting their visual impact on the historic resource. 



PORTLAND PARKS & RECREATION 
Healthy Parks, Healthy Portland 

DATE: April 23, 2015 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: Washington Park Reservoir Project 

I work for and represent Portland Parks and Recreation as the West Service Zone Manage 
role, I support and oversee an amazing team of professionals who maintain and operate the,,mtw; 
developed parks, facilities and recreation programs geographically located on the West side or'~ 
Willamette River. 

Portland Parks and Recreation not only values but relies upon the participation, input and feedback 
we consistently receive from the public to ensure that the programs we offer, parks we develop and 
maintain and facilities we operate are reflective of the communities we serve. We view these public 
stakeholders as partners in our shared management and stewardship of our parks and facilities. As 
other bureaus, organizations and agencies have assets that are located in our parks, we also work to 
ensure that any projects or development related to those assets not only meet Parks goals, but also 
transparently and genuinely include those shared public stakeholders in providing guidance and 
input in these projects. 

I have been the representative for our bureau to that public process for this Water Bureau Reservoir 
Project. This project to date has included an extensive public process that closely aligns with our 
own goals for outreach and community involvement. This process has included: Stakeholder 
Interviews; Project Briefings to neighborhood associations and coalitions; Open House events; 
Virtual Open House options; Tabling at community events; Press Releases; Tours of the 
Washington Park Reservoirs; Informational mailers, Web based updates and biogs on the project; 
and 9 Community Sounding Board meetings, with time allocated for public input at each meeting. 

I participated as a member of the Community Sounding Board, along with representatives of the 
surrounding neighborhood associations and coalitions, and a representative from the Historic 
Resources Committee. In these meetings, we represented our respective organizations, but worked 
together to provide input into the development of the visible features design of this Reservoir 
project. I have participated on many such committees, and can state that this process was very 
collaborative, respectful of differing views and responsive to the input provided by the Sounding 
Board Members and public comment. 

As the process goes forward, a project manager from our bureau has been assigned to liaise between 
Portland Parks and Recreation and the Water Bureau. I appreciate the high level of public 
involvement that the Water Bureau has taken, and anticipate that this will continue going forward. 

Administration 
1120 S.W. 5th Ave., Suite 1302 
Portland, OR 97204 
Tel: (503) 823-7529 Fax: (503) 823-6007 

www.PortlandParks.org 
Amanda Fritz, Commissioner 

Mike Abbate, Director 

Sustaining a healthy park and recreation system to make Portland a great place to live, work and play. 



April 23, 2015 

To: Portland City Council 

Washington Park Reservoir Case File- lU-14-249689 DM 

Demolition review for Washington Park 

From- Testimony of Scott Fernandez M.Sc. Biology/ microbiology, chemistry 

Mayor appointed- Portland Utility Review Board 2001-2008 

Water Quality Advisory Committee 1995-2000 

The historic value of the Washington Park open reservoirs is based on structure and 

engineering foresight as well as public health benefits of no illnesses for over 100 years. 

There is time and scientific basis to save our historic reservoirs and community health; 
and ask for EPA l T2. waiver as New York City and New Jersey have requested for their 
open reservoirs. We ask for a community wide discussion when submitting our 
scientifically supported request for a waiver from EPA lT2 regulaticm. 

Portland Water Bureau comments have been misleading and are corrected below. 

Seismic vulnerability-

The seismic safety of open reservoirs was confirmed by the 2004 Open Reservoir 
Independent Review Panel. The remarkable open reservoir engineering of Ernest 
Ransome has withstood the seismic test of time for over 100 years without incident. As 
example-Ransome's two 1890's buildings at Stanford University survived the 1906 San 
Francisco Peninsula_ earthquake without damage; while the university's newer, 
conventional structures literally crumbled around them. The published analysis of these 
two buildings by fellow engineer John B. Leonard did much to advance engineering and 
the safety of building in post-1906 San Francisco and nationwide. 

1 
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PWB - First Weeks- Powell Butte Reservoir Engineering and Construction Defects 

Aging infrastructure-

City of Portland Auditor1s Office- "Portland Water Bureau does not meet industry 
standards1

'. The Portland Water Bureau has not kept up with maintenance of the 
reservoirs as acknowledged by City of Portland Auditor reports in 2004, 2011, 2012. The 
open reservoirs can function for many more decades if maintained properly. 

Open Reservoir Public Health and Engineering Assessments 

"No waterborne disease outbreak or water quality incident of public significance has 
ever been recorded in connection with Portland's open reservoirs. N 

Montgomery Watson Harza. Open Reservoir Study: Phase I Summary Report. City of 
Portland. January, 2002. 

uAJI features in good condition .... a detailed maintenance program could extend the 
useful life of the open reservoirs to the year 2050." 

Montgomery Watson Harza. Open Reservoir Study, Draft TM 5.7 Facilities Evaluation, 
City of Portland. August, 2001. 

"All of the open reservoirs are historically significant, and thus are eligible for inclusion 
in the National Register of Historic Places and for local landmark status." 

3 
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Public Health Benefits of Open Reservoirs- Radon removal 

City of Portland secondary water source is the Columbia South Shore Well field 
(CSSW) groundwater that is highly radioactive with radon gas originating from 
uranium in the granite substrate. EPA is clear there is "no safe level of exposure" 
of radon and is the "highest risk for cancer water contaminant" they have 
registered. We need the open reservoirs to efficiently remove the gas as natural 
aeration of the water. Covered reservoirs cannot efficiently remove radon 
through their tiny vents. Radon gas kept in a closed and covered system without 
open reservoirs will end up in homes schools and work places; through our 
showers, toilets and washing machines generating 70% radon into the air leaving 
an additional 7 radioactive decay particles such as lead, polonium and bismuth. 

Climate Change is producing less rain to depend on, moving us to use the CSSW 
radioactive groundwater as a supplemental source. Bull Run area will be drier (see 
NOAA) map. We need to retain open reservoirs in our system for historic value 
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Our open reservoirs at Mount Tabor and Washington Park protect us from 
radioactive Radon and other toxic gases using aerated fountains and waterfalls. 

Covered reservoirs cannot protect us from Radon. 
Is it worth the risk to remove our open reservoirs? 
Because of lower precipitation and climate changes in our mountains and at 
Bull Run* ......... we will rely more than ever before on the Radon contaminated 
radioactive Columbia South Shore Wellfield (CSSW) as a secondary source of our 
drinking water. 

If the open reservoirs are removed .... we will lose all protection from radioactive 
Radon gas and the radioactive Radon decay products shown here that will enter 
and contaminate air quality in schools, homes and workplaces. 

Radon gas through your soil can be easily removed. Radon gas from your water 
generates many permanent radioactive decay products that will contaminate your 
air, clothes, floors and dust particles. Every time you drink a glass of water, take a 
shower or wash clothes ..... you, your family, children, pets, and garden vegetables 
...... will bio accumulate more and more radioactive decay materials every day. 
iEPA is dear"there is no safe l'1!vel of radioactive Racfon" or Radon decay 
exposure. !:PA recogr1i::i:es "Radon is the highest risk ca111cer <:iiu.1si1r1g """''""""'""' 
water contamim0111t': Thousands of people die from Radon every year in the US. 

EPA is reviewing the open reservoirs regulation through 20 l 6. New York and New 
.Jersey are working with EPA to keep their open reservoirs. We can too. 

l<eep our open reservoirs used for drinking water at MountTabor and Washington 
Park, saving over $100 million in unnecessary disconnection and destruction that 
will increase our water bills for no public health benefit. 

drinking 
r safety 

~us~ National Oceanic and Atinospheric Adrnfnistration (NOAA) 

Washington Park Reservoirs Demolition Hearing 
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For more information see: 
Contact us: bulin . .mwaiver@gmaitcom 
Citizens for Portland's Water 2015 (CJ 

1221 SW 4th Ave, Room 340, 97204 
(503)823-41 20 
mayorha!es@portlandorngon.gov 
nkk@portiaridoregori.gov 
amarida@portla1111doregc:m.gov 



April 22, 2015 

To: Mayor Hales 
Commissioner Fish 
Commissioner Fritz 
Commissioner Novick 
Commissioner Saltzman 

From: Annie Mahoney, AIA 
7134 N. Oatman Ave. 
Portland, OR 97217 

Re: LU 14-249689 City Council Hearing 4/23/15 
Washington Park Reservoir Improvements Project 
Type 1V Demolition Permit Review 

I am in support of the proposed work at the Washington Parks Reservoirs and in favor of the 
demolition of Reservoir #3 and #4 basins and the Weir building as proposed by the Portland 
Water Bureau. 

As a member of the WPR Community Sounding Board my fellow board members and I met with 
the design team at public meetings nine times over the course of design. I personally came to the 
board as a practicing Architect with experience working on historic preservation projects. While 
we did ask questions regarding choice of site and necessity of the reservoirs, our task was 
focused on the design of the visible features of the project. The overwhelming direction from the 
advisory board was to keep as much as possible of the contributing structure and features. 
Additionally, we requested that interpretive programming on history and water conservation be 
included in the design. 

I believe the Portland Water Bureau and the design team have listened and responded to the 
board and public comments while balancing issues of cost and constructability, and are meeting 
the applicable goals stated in the Comprehensive Plan. Including but not limited to: 

Goal 3: Neighborhood. This project will create tourism with the interpretive programming and 
enhanced features and accessibility. 

Goal 6: Transportation. The project will provide access for all citizens to the historic district. 

Goal 8: Environment. Given the landslide and seismic considerations this is a matter of public 
safety. Removal of the reservoir basins is the responsible and right thing to do. 

Goal 9: Citizen Involvement. 
The team engaged stakeholders both local and city-wide at public meetings and open houses. I 
personally represented the viewpoint of historic preservation. The design team listened and 
responded to us at every step. 

Goal 11: Public Facilities. It will increase public safety and enhance the park experience, 
providing a backdrop for a piece of Portland's history that is very important. 

Goal 12: Urban Design. To visit Washington Park is to experience surprise and discovery. At 
every turn might be a hidden glen, a view of Mt. Hood, or a rose garden. Washington Park 
encompasses and provides many different types of experiences, except for a significant water 
feature. The reservoir project will provide a unique experience that has been unavailable since 
the 1970s. 



If the Water Bureau is not allowed to proceed with this work what will become of these unique 
and vital elements of our history? Without the reservoir work there may be no impetus for any 
restoration of these important structures and they will fall further into disrepair and become a 
greater public hazard. An opportunity will be lost for the preservation of one of our greatest 
assets. 

Even though the demolition of any historic structure is not preferred and should be avoided, it 
shouldn't be avoided at all cost. On balance it is affording the City an opportunity to create a safer 
utility, an amenity that is accessible to all citizens, and an enhanced resource for the history and 
culture of our city. This project will be a significant benefit to the public. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 
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Please close one of the most painful chapters in Portland's recent history, and resolve to save Portland's 
open reservoirs by the methods outlined in Friends of Reservoirs' April 19, 2015, letter (submitted to this 
case record under separate cover) and echoed by countless others who have testified on this matter 
over the years. 

Portland's historic open-air reservoirs cannot safely be decommissioned or demolished because they 
provide an essential health benefit of aerating radon and disinfection byproducts, and of disinfecting 
light-sensitive microorganisms. 

The reservoirs cannot lawfully be decommissioned or demolished because their intact, in-use status 
as the city's water storage are inherent to their listing cm the Historic Register, and specifically named 
in their historic nominations; and applicant cannot meet its burden of proof that the stringent approval 
conditions for demolition of a historic resource have been met. Demolition will not withstand legal 
scrutiny. 

The public, when it has been allowed input, has been overwhelmingly in favor of preserving these 
functional Portland icons. Only craven interests benefit from their loss. Why let that be City Council's 
legacy? 

We advocates who testify before you in the reservoirs' defense have collectively devoted years of 
expert-level research to this cause. The Historic Landmarks Commission recently observed that we are 
the largest and most well researched group to have testified before it on a land use case. We have 
steadfastly offered ourselves, and our expertise, in a good-faith effort to find a regulatory compliance 
solution that safeguards our water quality and preserves our history. We are dedicated to serving the 
public, just as you are sworn to do. 

Many viable alternatives to destruction are available; all that remains is for City Council to remove its 
largely self-imposed obstacles, and work with us instead of against us. Please do the right thing. 

ARGUMENT IN OPPOSITION TO THE PROPOSED DEMOLITION/DISCONNECTION OF WASHINGTON 
PARK'S OPEN RESERVOIRS 

The City of Portland, through its agent, the applicant Water Bureau, has not met its burden of proof 
under PCC 33.800.060, in the particulars set forth below. 
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The City of Portland has also failed to fulfill multiple legal and regulatory requirements with regard to 
the proposed demolition, in the particulars set forth below, not least being public health and safety 
measures. 

For these reasons, the application for demolition of Washington Park's reservoirs must be denied. 

i. Failure to Comply with Public Health and Safety Regulations. 

A. Radon and Other Drinking Water Contaminants. Once the open reservoirs at Mt. Tabor 
and Washington Park are taken off line, they will no longer serve the public health mitigation role they 
currently serve by providing open aeration and sunlight that protect the public from a variety of 
waterborne contaminants, not least being radon. This affects the whole city, not just neighbors. 

Radon is a carcinogen known to contaminate the city's backup water source at the Columbia South 
Shore Well Field. See 2011 and 2012 Portland Water Quality Reports, submitted on 4/23/2015 by 
Katherin Kirkpatrick to the record in this case. The EPA states that "there is no safe !eve! of radon," 
which is estimated to cause over a hundred unnecessary deaths per year due to "ingesting radon in 
water" and "inhaling radon released to the indoor air from water." See, Radiation Protection: Radon, 
EPA publication at http://www.epa.gov/radiation/radionuclides/radon.html, pp 5-6, also submitted by 
Katherin Kirkpatrick into the record this date. Open aeration such as occurs in Portland's open reservoirs 
is designated by the EPA as the "best available technology" for removing radon from drinking water. Risk 
Assessment of Radon in Drinking Water, National Academy Press, Washington DC, 1999, p. 179. 

Radon exposure increases with seismic activity of the type the City cites (erroneously) as justifying this 
demolition; see discussion below in Section B.1, thus making open aeration all the more important. 

Other drinking water contaminants that are currently mitigated by the open reservoirs will also become 
more problematic once the open reservoirs are decommissioned. They include, but are not limited to, 
chloroform, nitrification byproducts, and light- and oxygen-sensitive microorganisms. Scientific and 
Public Health Basis to Retain Open Reservoir Water System for the City of Portland, Oregon, at 
http://bullrunwaiver.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/waive2014.pdf,· entered into the record under 
separate cover by Katherin Kirkpatrick. 

Such increased public health risks fall under the Public Notification Rules of the US Environmental 
Protection Agency, as codified in 65 FR 25981, May 4, 2000, and 40 CFR Parts 9 and 141--143 and as 
incorporated into Oregon Administrative Rules by virtue of Oregon Health Authority primacy. Neither 
HLC nor City Council has the authority to bypass this fundamental safety requirement; indeed, Goal 1 of 
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the Comprehensive Plan as cited by Applicant's agent Theresa Elliott requires that the City's work be 
coordinated with federal and state regulators. People have a right to know of their increased health 
risk. This condition has not been met, and thus the application for demolition must be denied. 

B. Earthquakes, landslides and Structural Stability. The City's demolition application 
completely fails to meet its burden under PCC 33.800.060 and the 2014 Oregon Structure Specialty 
Codes, in the following particulars, to prove that the proposed work is so structurally sound that it will 
decrease the earthquake and landslide risks in comparison to not demolishing the reservoirs. The 
application for demolition must therefore be denied. 

1. Earthquakes. The scientific community has known since the 1960s that seismic 
activity raises the radon levels in groundwater--in fact, the association is so strong that groundwater 
radon levels are monitored as a seismic prognostic tool. In their 2009 review of 125 seismic radon-
associated events, Cicerone et al. reported in the journal Tectonophysics {476; 371-396; entered into the 
record by Katherin Kirkpatrick under separate cover) that: 

e groundwater radon levels increased in 83% of seismic events due to the outgassing of radon 
that was previously trapped within solid rock 

@ the amount of outgassing was not magnitude-dependent, meaning that even minor seismic 
events could trigger significant radon spikes 

0 the increases averaged 20% to 200% relative to baseline groundwater levels, but were 
documented to increase by as much as 1200% above baseline 

0 the groundwater radon spikes lasted as long as 200 days 

Toxicity from radon exposure through drinking water is most problematic in the home near showers, 
dishwashers and washing machines (Fitzgerald, et al., Env. Sci. Technol., 1/6/1997}; and the risk level is 
not adequately measured by periodic sampling of the type traditionally employed in Portland {Talwani, 
et al., Journ. Geophys. Research, 6/10/1980). Portland's open reservoirs protect us from this exposure. 

The City and its agent Applicant have offered no credible evidence that demolition is necessary to 
protect the public from earthquakes; on the contrary, many in attendance today recall Dr. Scott Burns of 
Portland State University Department of Geology remarking, at a "Geology of Mt. Tabor" seminar, that 
the Washington Park reservoirs would be fine until someone tried digging around them. This was 
echoed by HLC Commissioner Harris Mattarazzo, who expressed astonishment that anyone concerned 
about earthquakes would proceed with heavy excavation around a site that has been stable for over 100 
years. Clearly applicant has failed to meet its burden under 33.800.060 to prove that its proposed 
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demolition work will be safe, structurally or health-wise, than the alternative of non-demolition; and its 
application must be denied. 

a. Backup Water Supply. As testified by Jeff Boly in his 3/19/2015, letter 
to the Historic Landmarks Commission and the Bureau of Developmental Services in this case (entered 
into the record by Katherin Kirkpatrick under separate cover), if Portland were to actually experience the 
kind of severe earthquake cited as justification for this demolition, Portland's time-tested open 
reservoirs would likely be needed as an emergency backup source that the City cannot afford to be 
without, particularly in light of the known cracks and untested, questionable structural integrity of new 
underground tanks built in Portland (Powell Butte) and Seattle. This, coupled with the established 
unreliability of City agents in this case (see, e.g., 12/1/2014 Testimony of Katherin Kirkpatrick in the Mt. 
Tabor HLC case, regarding the City's poor record of credibility regarding its reservoir plans; entered into 
the record under separate cover), paints a doubtful picture as to Applicant's having given this issue its 
due consideration. Applicant has not met its burden of proof under 33.800.060 of its assertion that 
reservoir demolition will leave Portland better equipped for an earthquake than if the reservoirs were 
left intact and functioning; and its application must be denied. 

2. landslides. Witness Scott Fernandez, M.Sc., has submitted this day under 
separate cover documents obtained from the City's own records showing longstanding stability of the 
Washington Park reservoirs despite the park's landslide activity, due to ingenious mitigation measures 
that were taken early in the last century. The very thorough 2010 Historic Structures Report performed 
at the City's behest by Cascade Design (and entered into this record under separate cover by witness Floy 
Jones) found the reservoirs to be in remarkably good condition, and "not in a position of needing urgent 
repairs." Indeed, these City records suggest that the reservoirs and their drainage wells may be the 
most stable structures in the Washington Park landslide area. Applicant has not provided credible 
evidence to refute the City's own evidence that the site is structurally sound as is; and it has certainly 
not made a compelling case as to why the park's geology should fare better under its plan for massive 
hauling involving thousands of trucks, and underground excavation of the type that has performed 
poorly at Portland's Powell Butte and in Seattle. Applicant has not met its burden under 33.800.060 to 
prove demolition is better or safer than the alternative, and its application must be denied. 

3. Structural Stability. Given the abundance of credible testimony shedding doubt 
on the credibility of City agents as witnesses, and the performance history of the City's contractors at 
Powell Butte and in Seattle, there is little reason to believe that behind-the-scenes due diligence has 
been carried out with regard to the structural requirements of the applicable 2014 Oregon Structural 
Specialty Codes. Given the risk already posed to the residents of Meadowcrest Farms Estates, and to 
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the Johnson Creek watershed, by the thousands of cracks in the newly built Powell Butte tank, the City 
has a bad track record to overcome before it meets its burden of proof under 33.800.060 that its 
proposed project is safer and more structurally sound than the time-tested and recently inspected 
reservoirs that have been functioning without incident for a century. 

Ii. failure to Prove that Approval Conditions are Met 

A. failure to prove deprivation of economic use; and/or support of plan. As testified by 
witness Jeff Boly in his 3/19/2015 letter to the HLC (referred to above and submitted to this case record 
under separate cover}, the Applicant fails abjectly to meet the approval criterion of proving that the 
intact preservation of these listed historic resources is an impediment to "all reasonable economic use 
of the site." 33.846.080{C}{l). The only parties who stand to gain economically from this project are 
well-connected engineering contractors, who have already enjoyed enough benefit from their close ties 
to public officials and the resultant decade of costly reservoir consultations which have yet to result in a 
single health benefit to the public. 

Further, demolition ofa historic resource is, by definition, antithetical to the approval criterion of 
supporting the historic plan envisioned by the resource's historic listing. Mr. Boly is right in asserting 
that the Application cannot withstand legal scrutiny on this approval condition, and must be denied. 

B. failure to consider alternatives. "Demolition review recognizes that historic resources 
are irreplaceable assets. PCC 33.846.080{A). "The review period also ensures that there is an 
opportunity for the community to fully consider alternatives to demolition." PCC 33.445.330. The 
community in this case is overwhelmingly in favor of alternatives to demolition, yet the City has not 
given them due consideration, as further discussed under Public Process below. The massive outpouring 
of community testimony against this demolition application is proof that the City has not listened, and 
thus cannot claim to have met its burden of proving under 33.800.060 that alternatives to demolition 
have been duly considered, let alone exhausted. 

Ill. failure to Carry Out Due Public Process 

A. failure to Heed Public Outcry. As testified by witnesses Floy Jones and Dee White {HLC 
testimonies dated 3/29/2015 and 3/30/2015, respectively, submitted into the record in this case under 
separate cover), the City's own Independent Review Panel ("IRP"} recommended alternatives to 
decommissioning/demolition; and City Council adopted the IRP's recommendations by way of Municipal 
Resolution 36237 (also attached to the above testimony and incorporated herein by reference). 
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Further, on 12/9/2014, the City of Portland conducted a survey regarding the fate of Portland's best 
known open reservoirs, and the vast majority of the 966 respondents (the largest showing of any such 
survey) specifically asked for the open reservoirs to be kept on-line and functioning as the City's water 
storage utilities and radon mitigation measures- even though the City of Portland did not include such 
an option in the list of survey choices that it offered citizens to consider. 

Despite a decade of obfuscation and misdirection by City of Portland, the citizenry has made its 
intentions clear, and has gone out of its way to independently research and present viable, low-cost, 
low-impact compliance strategies to the City, only to be rebuffed. The City has failed to meet its burden 
under 33.800.060 of proving that its proposed work has exhausted due public process per the zoning 
code and Goal 9 of its Comprehensive Plan. Its application must be denied. 

B. The Opportunity Board. The Applicant's Public Involvement Summary, submitted as 
part of the record in this case, is inaccurate. I attended the public outreach meeting described in that 
survey and by Ms. Jones in her 3/29 testimony above. We were met at the door by the City's hired 
facilitator, told where to sit, told what questions we could and could not ask, and told what and when 
we could write on our assigned index cards for the opportunity board.· The following is a photograph of 
that opportunity board at the end of the open house. It speaks volumes about the pointlessness of the 
City's so-called public process. The Application must be denied until true public input is implemented. 
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C. This witness' outstanding Record Request. The Applicant in its Public Involvement 
Summary states that it has fulfilled public requests in relation to this land use case. This is false. 
Applicant neglects to mention my own uniform public record request, dated 1/10/2015, and submitted 
to this case record under separate cover. In that request, I asked for the single most relevant piece of 
evidence in the pending reservoir land use cases: the compliance agreement that the City of Portland 
has signed with the Oregon Health Authority setting decommissioning/demolition deadlines for the Mt. 
Tabor and Washington Park open reservoirs. The City has never honored my document request, despite 
multiple exchanges with City staff, and despite my making it clear that I wished to enter the document 
into evidence in these land use cases, given that it is the very foundation on which the City bases its 
claim that Portland must urgently destroy its open reservoirs. Given that such key piece of evidence is 
still missing, Applicant cannot claim to have met its burden under 33;800;060 of proving thatthe 
applied-for demolition is necessary and without alternative. The application must be denied. 

IV. failure to Prove Title, Ownership and Management. The application has not shown clear title 
and/or management rights to the property in question. PCC 33.730.060(C)(l) and (2) require an 
applicant to Hst all true owners ofthe properties impacted, and its interests relative to those owners; 
and to document all current and proposed uses of the properties impacted. Credible evidence has been 
supplied previously to City agents and is again being offered in this proceeding by witness Mark Bartlett, 
that the proposed work impacts land that is not owned and/or managed by Applicant Tom Carter or the 
bureau that he represents, but rather is owned and/or managed by Portland Parks and Recreation and 
zoned exclusively for park (Le,1 non utility) use. The application has failed to accurately distinguish both 
the true ownership of the various parcels impacted. The application has also failed to accurately 
delineate the current and proposed uses of those parcels, both in terms of the parcels under applicant 
Water Bureau's management and also in terms of the parcels currently under Portland Parks and 
Recreation management and zoned exclusively for park/recreational use. The work proposed in the 
application should not be allowed unless and until the requirements of PCC 33.730.060(C)(l) and (2) 
have been met. 

V. Violation of Other Approval Criteria (Historic Review and Com:litional Use). Concurrent with 
this Demolition Review, the City's proposal will also have to meet the approval criteria set forth under 
Type Ill Conditional Use and Historic Review (6/3/2014, Land Use Planner Responses from planners 
Castlebury and Wa/lhood, included in the pre-application conference documentation of the record in this 
case). The Applicant cannot meet those conditions, for many reasons, which will be delineated in the 
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ensuing conditional use and historic review cases. However, one is particularly worth mentioning here, 
because it is perhaps the most germane to the issue of demolition review: 

1. Reversibility. Under PCC 33.846.060{G}{9}, new additions and adjacent or related new 
constructions must be undertaken "in such a manner that if removed in the future the essential form 
and integrity of the historic resource and its environment would be unimpaired." The Applicant 
obviously fails to meet this criteria, given that it proposes to permanently remove the historic resource 
from existence. 

There is no excuse for demolishing an intact and functional historic resource. We should not even be 
having this discussion. Please call an end to this sad chapter in Portland's history. 

Sincerely, 

Katherin Kirkpatrick 
1319 SE 53rd Avenue 
Portland, OR 97215 
(503) 232-8663 
samsa@pacifier.com 
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I, the undersigned, request that the Commission deny the City of Portland's application to disconnect 
and/or otherwise harm Mt. Tabor's historic open reservoirs and related structures. 

I have reason to believe the City is not willing or able to meet the approval criteria of retaining and 
preserving the historic character of the property, nor of avoiding removal or alteration of historic 
features and spaces that contribute to the property's historic significance. 

In support of my opposition, I second the evidence submitted on November 20, 2014, by the Mt. Tabor 
Neighborhood Association (MTNA), and offer the following additional testimony based on (1) my own 
interactions with the City of Portland during twelve years of service as a Mt. Tabor community advocate, 
and (2) the attached documentation which I have collected during that service. 

1. The City does not need to disconnect or otherwise decommission the historic reservoirs, but is 
motivated solely by its proven, longstanding intent to destroy the reservoirs 

As testified by MTNA, the City of Portland has clearly demonstrated its intent to demolish, replace, and 
forever alter the historic character of Mt. Tabor's historic reservoirs since at least 2002, when it adopted 
a municipal resolution to that effect and a subsequent Land Use Determination (Attachment A) clearly 
aimed at "replacement of the open reservoirs at this site with buried tanks." 

Further, the City tried to avoid due process by rushing this unpopular decision through a Type II process. 
When citizen activists challenged the inappropriate Type II classification, the City claimed to be exempt 
from its own land-use laws, by virtue of an obscure and unreported ruling, Buckman v. Out Front House, 
LUBA 98-128, 98-144, CA A107868. The City maintained this brash claim until I provided fellow activists 
with a copy of the Buckman ruling which I happened to have in my files, having served as a Buckman 
community volunteer before moving to Mt. Tabor. In point of fact, the ruling did not support the City's 
claim that it was above the law. 

This would not be the last time that the City would employ creative tactics in its eagerness to demolish 
Mt. Tabor reservoirs. Instead, it would cast its efforts even wider, working with federal regulators to 
shape the LT2 regulation upon which it now relies, 12 years later, to justify its continuing fight to 
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degrade Mt. Tabor's historic landmarks. The City saves face by claiming to have been "fighting LT2 since 
its inception" (Attachment B), but the record suggests otherwise. 

2. The City's claim that "in order to comply with a federal drinking-water rule, the uncovered 
reservoirs must be physically disconnected," is untrue. 

The entirety of the LT2 regulation on which the City bases its claim can be found in the Federal Register, 
Vol. 71, No. 3, published January 5, 2006, posted online at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2006-01-
05/pdf/06-4.pdf. Nowhere does it require open reservoirs to be physically disconnected. The entirety 
of the Oregon State statute adopted by the Legislature when Oregon overtook jurisdiction over open 
reservoirs from the federal government on 6/22/2007, can be found in Oregon Revised Statute 448.135, 
posted online at http://www.oregonlaws.org/ors/448.135; and the legislative history summary for its 
predecessor, HB3469, is included as Attachment I to this testimony. Neither does this statute require 
open reservoirs to be physically disconnected. Insofar as such a requirement exists at all, it is solely as 
the invention of the Oregon Health Authority (OHA), which codified anti-open-reservoir provisions into 
Oregon's Administrative Rules without the authorization, and against the Legislature's clearly expressed 
legislative intent, that Oregon's rules "reached as far as, and no farther than, State law or federal law 
and regulations" (Attachment J). And it did so under the authorship of an administrator (Gail Shibley) 
who was immediately thereafter rewarded with a top political appointment as Mayor Hales' Chief of 
Staff. If the City is committed to stewardship of these irreplaceable historic resources, why does it 
reward those who bend the rules in order to ensure the resources' destruction? 

3. The City has neglected legal avenues for protecting the historic reservoirs 

The record shows that in 2011, the City was supplied with a detailed legal brief (Attachment C), paid for 
at activists' expense, in which a high-profile public policy law firm concluded that federal and state 
regulators had a weak basis on which to force the City's hand, and that the City would likely prevail if it 
were to zealously challenge state and federal authorities on behalf of preserving open reservoirs. The 
brief went on to outline specific strategies for doing so. The City has not followed these strategies. I 
have joined other activists in repeatedly asking Council members at public forums why they have not 
followed those strategies. They have not answered. 
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4. The City has worked at cross purposes, claiming publicly to protect the historic reservoirs while 
working behind the scenes to ensure their demolition on a rushed schedule 

The record shows that in the summer of 2011, Portland Water Bureau Administrator David Shaff asked 
the OHA--i.e., the body that had taken the most egregious position regarding open reservoirs--for an 
extension of the City's reservoir demolition schedule. This was a strange request, given that City Council 
had imposed that schedule upon itself by municipal resolution in 2002 and had taken no obvious steps 
to overturn that resolution. The OHA responded to this strange request with a strange response 
(Attachment D), engaging the EPA in a tangential discussion as to the proper location at which to ask it 
for schedule extensions. OHA inquired whether EPA's 2016 rule review process might be the 
appropriate place to undo a schedule set by City Council resolution; and the puzzled EPA of course 
responded that it would not be the appropriate place, as such authority rested locally. The OHA then 
chided the City (Attachment E) for asking the state to intervene against a reservoir destruction plan 
which the City itself had "expressed a clear intent [to carry out] on numerous occasions" going at least 
as far back as the 2002 municipal resolution. In my own telephone communications with Oregon's 
congressional delegation, they too cited the City's self-imposed resolution as a barrier to their 
intervention; by what authority can the federal government undo a municipal resolution when the City 
that authored the resolution chooses not to? 

I was thus stunned when the City issued its 6/3/2013 press release claiming to have exhausted all 
alternatives to demolishing the reservoirs--so stunned that I contacted the Mayor's Communications 
Director, Dana Haynes, (Attachment F), outlining for him the numerous strategies, in addition to those 
outlined in the 2011 Reed Smith brief, which activists' research suggested were still available to protect 
the historic reservoirs. I asked for documentary proof that those options were being pursued. No such 
proof was offered. 

4. The City encourages deterioration of these historic resources, and employs that deterioration to 
justify its rush toward reservoir disconnection 

As the testimony of MTNA makes clear, the City continues to allow the historic reservoirs to deteriorate. 
The City has even laid off security personnel, citing budgetary concerns. Yet security personnel could be 
re-hired for a fraction of the cost of the boil-water alerts that the City has issued when drunken 
malingerers have urinated near the reservoirs. The City has frequently tried to foment panic about Mt. 
Tabor's open reservoirs, though independent testing by private citizens (verified by local media, 
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Attachment G) has suggested that the Mt. Tabor boil-water alerts had no basis in fact. And while the 
City continues to leave Mt. Tabor unguarded and open to vandalism, it meanwhile downplays the very 
real threat posed by biofilms throughout its underground distribution system (Attachment H), threats 
that originate far from open reservoirs and thus do not support the City's anti-open-reservoir narrative. 

5. The City refuses to answer for the inconsistencies between its destructive actions and its claims of 
stewardship 

I have joined other activists in repeatedly asking the City to account for the above discrepancJes in its 
historic reservoir policy. At public forums we have asked the Commissioners why they do not revoke the 
municipal resolution by which they mandated reservoir destruction and committed themselves to a 
rushed schedule for doing so. We have asked why City Council does not re-hire reservoir security, and 
perform long-overdue distribution system maintenance downstream where actual problems have been 
detected. We have asked why City Council does not challenge state and federal regulators to put health 
and historic preservation before the interests of Portland's engineering contractors. We have asked why 
the Mayor so richly rewarded the chief architect of the Oregon Health Authority's hostile stance toward 
Portland's historic open reservoirs, when he hired her as his Chief of Staff. 

But we have received no answers. 

We predict that the Historic Landmarks Commission will get no answers either, when it finds in the 
coming months that the City of Portland has not made good on today's promise to preserve the 
reservoirs' historic character and protect the historic structures from damage. 

Conclusion 

The City's claim that it will steward and preserve the historic reservoirs is contradicted by more than a 
decade of public record. Please deny the City's application to alter Mt. Tabor's historic reservoirs; and 
instead do everything in your power to ensure that Portland's irreplaceable, healthful historic open 
water storage is defended in every possible venue, and by every lawful means possible. 

Thank you, 

Katherin Kirkpatrick 
1319 SE 53rd Avenue 
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BUREJl.!J OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
1900 SW Fourth Avenue, Suite 5000 
Portland, OR 97201 P524 
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LAND USE DETERMINATION 
os.13.03 
CASE FIL.E HARDY 
1900 SW 4TH AVE #5000 
PORTLAND OR 97201 

PLEASE NOTE THAT DUE TO A PRINTING ERROR 
IN THE EARLIER MAILING THAT RESULTED JN 
MISSING PAGES, WE ARE RESENDING THIS 
NOTICE OF USE DETERMINATION 
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OFFICE OF CITY AUDITOR 
CITY OF PORTLAND 

Gary Blackmer, City Auditor 
Council/Contracts Division 

Date: September 3, 2003 

To: Interested Person 

. From: Council Clerk 

Malling Address: 
1221 SW 41111 Avenuo, Room 140 
Portland. Oregon 97204-1900 
Email: kmoon:-love@ci.portland.or.us 
Phone: (503) 823-4086 Fax: (503) 823-4571 

On Wednesday, August 27, 2003, the City Council considered and adopted the attached Use 
Determination pursuant to ORS 227.160(2)(b) ind 227 .175 (11 )-(12) regarding the use 
classification of the Mt. Tabor Park water res.ervom and proposed modifications to the 
reservoirs. 

A copy of the Use Determination has been placed in the public registry, and may be viewed at the 
Development Services Center, 1900 SW,Fow,1h Avenue, First Floor; Portland, Oregon 97201. 

Owner: 

Representative: 

City· of Portland 
1120 SW Fifth Avenue . 
Portland, OR 97204 

Mary Ellen Col_lentine 
Portland Bureau of Water Works 
1120 SW Fifth Avenue, Roo01600 
Portland, OR 97204 

Site Address: Mt. Tabor Park, SB 601h Avenue and SE Salmon Street 

Legal Descriptio.n: Section OS, lS 2B, TL 100, 190.2·8 acres; Section 05, lS 2E, TL 400, 
0.2l acres; Partition Plat 1997-:85, Lot 2, New Plat 1997; East Lynne, TL 
l ~000, Lots 1-5, Block 9; Bast Lynne, TL 10_900, Lots 1-5, Block 9 

Tax Account No.: R#99205-0130 (R332503), R#9205-2680 (R332679), R#64977-3380 
(R239628), R#22500-0570 (R149581), R#22500-0590 (R.149582)° 

State ID No.: 1S2EOS.100, 1S2E05BC 400, 1S2E05CC 8702, 1S2EOSBB 11000, 
1S2E05BB 10900 

Quarter Section: 3136, 3137, 3236 and 3237 

\ 
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Notice of Use. Qetcrmination 
Page Two 

Neighborhood: 

District Co:alitfon: 
Business District: 

Plan District: 

Zoning: 

Mt. Tabor, contact Dave Hilts at 503-235-4361; 
Within 1,000 feet of site: South Tabor, contact Bob Fredrikson at 
503-775-4010 
Southeast Uplift, contact Judith Gonzalez-Plascencia at 503~232w0010 
Eighty-Second Avenue, contact Joel Grayson at 503-771-7929 

None 

OSc (Open Space with Env.ironmental Conservation Overlay Zone) 

This Orner of Council is final. You may appeal this determination to the Oregon Land Use 
Board of Appeals (LUBA) by filing a Notice of Intent to Appeal with LUBA as specified in the 
Oregon Revised Statute 197.830. LUBA's mailing address is: Public Utility Commission . 
Building, 550 Capitol Street, Suite 235, Salem, OR 97310-2552. You may call LUBA at (503) 
373~1265 for further infonnation on filing an appeal. 

Attachments: 
Order of Council 
Bureau of Development Services' Recommended Use Determination 
Bureau of Water Works' Request for Use Determination 
Zoning Map . . 

' 

( 
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On Wednesday, August 27, 2003, the City Council considered and hereby adopts the attached recommended 
Use Determination pursuant to ORS 227.160(2)(b) and 227.175 (11)M(12) regarding the use classification of the 
Mt. Tabor Park water reservoirs and proposed modifications to the reservoirs. 

Dated: StP 0 S 2003 ----

Mayor 



CITY OF 

PORl'LAND, OREGON 
BUREAU OF WATER WORKS 

August 11, 2003 

Ray Ken:idge 
Director, Bureau of Development Services 
1900 SW 4111 Avenue 

. Portland, OR 9720 J 

Re: B~ed Water Storage in Mount Tabor Park 

Dear Mr. Kenidge: 

Dan S::tltzman, Commissioner 
Morteza Anoushiravan~ P.E., Administrator 

li.20 SW Avenue 
Portland, Oregoti '9'7W4 

Information (503) 823-7404 
Fax (503) 823-{)133 

1DD (503) &23-6&6& 

An issue has been raised about the appropriate zoning use classification of the reservoirs at Mount Tabor 
and based on that classification, the land reviews, if any, that would apply to the replacement of the open 
reservoirs at this site with hurie'd tanks. There also is a related issue ·a,s to whether this replacement work 

considered a "'demolition" or "alteration" under the zoning CO<le. In order to assist us in proceeding 
with this work, the Water Bureau requests a use determination to clarify and respond to these 'issues. 
Please use the attac:h.e.d information to assist you in making this determination. If you have questions, 
please contact me at 823-7474. Thank you for your efforts. 

SincerelyT 

J/;f ;;.. 
<J!U1lkv 
Mary Ellen Collentlne, P.E. 

cc: Rebecca Esari, BDS 
Susan McKinney, DDS 
Douglas Hardy, BDS 
Jeff Jos1U4 BDS 
Dennis Kessler. WB 
Kathryn Beaumont. CAO 
Pete Kasting, CAO . 

Attachment 

. ,. 



CITY OF 

PORTLAND, OREGON 
Charlie Hales, Mayor 

Amanda Fritz, Commissioner 
Nick Fish, Commissioner 

Dan Saltzman, Commissioner 
Steve Novick, Commissioner 

MONDAY, JUNE 3, 2013 -The City of Portland has been turned down several times over the 
years in its request to avoid or delay complying with public health requirements regarding open 
drinking water reservoirs. In May 2013, the Oregon Health Authority refused our latest request 
for a delay. 

Faced with no other legal options and with deadlines looming, the city will move forward to 
meet the compliance timeline. 

In approving the 2013-14 budget, we will continue moving forward on a multi-year plan for 
Portland's drinking water reservoirs. 

The Environmental Protection Agency rule - known as the Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface 
Water Treatment Rule, or LT2-is an unfunded federal mandate to not use uncovered reservoirs 
to store finished drinking water in order to reduce the risk of exposure to contaminants. 

The city has been fighting LT2 since its inception. 

• In 2006, the city appealed the EPA rule in federal court and lost. 
•In 2009, the city sought EPA guidance on how to obtain a variance, and was told no variance 
was possible. 
• When the EPA later moved regulatory oversight to the Oregon Health Authority, the city again 
asked for a variance and was turned down. · 
•In 2011, the city asked the state if a variance was possible and was told il was not. 
•Later in 2011, the city asked the state to suspend enforcement of the provision until federal 
regulatory review was completed, and was turned down. 
•In 2012 and again in 2013, the city asked the state for a delay . The city was turned down each 
time. 

The reservoirs at Mount Tabor will be disconnected when new reservoirs, being constructed at 
Powell Butte and Kelly Butte, are completed. This is projected to take effect by December 31, 
2015. 

At Washington Park, one reservoir will be decommissioned and the other renovated and covered, 
gaining a reflecting pool similar to the current appearance atop the buried tank. 

We are looking to the community to help us preserve these histmic strnctures, and will conduct 
an inclusive public process to plan the future of our world-class parks. Recognizing the impact 
that compliance will have on rates, we will heighten scrutiny of all capital projects and contracts 
to keep rate increases as low as possible. 

------------ - --

-



Portland is blessed with one of the best drinking water sources in the world. Therefore, the city 
will continue its strong advocacy in support of the Bull Run sourcewater treatment variance 
under a separate LT2 provision. 

Charlie Hales 
Mayor 

Dan Saltzman 
Commissioner 

)/,· VL ~· ~--
Nick Fish 
Commissioner 

Steve Novick 
Commissioner 



David W. Wagner 
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Mark A. Mustian 
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Reed Smith LLP 
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Pn:.sihlc \';u-ialh:L' and SclH'<hdc \lodil!uifion..; for the City of Portbnd Under the Long Term 2 
Enlurnccd Surface Water Trcatmt•nl Ruic 

lkar 

lhank you f(l!' 1h~~ nppPl'llll1il) {\l J:'li.lYidc '1 JqpJ orinion Oil 'Sl~\craJ iSSUGS related (O 1ht: !Jortlrn1d 
\\'.t~.::; nu;·,:~i~1 ·; ( P\\T3) .·urnpknlL·~· ''· iti'. t!w I n!1!:; T(-rrn !. I !1h~!ncc-d '\urf'<!l.'t' \\ ;1ll'r Tn .. '~.11n:ent R uk 
( l.T1 l<u!c) adopted by the S1;ltc of Oregon. SpcciiicalJ,·. we a11aly1.cJ the I .T:'.: Rule's rcqniremern lha\ 
the Cit) uf'Portland trc;11 ()r L;nn:r its l'inishl.'d wah.:r store1~<..' facilities. \he pns:cibility (1f0b1aining a 
variance frum the 1np1ir<.:mc11l. a11d the possihllity 1)!' modil'Ying the uppn>\ :..:d st:hcduk for LT~~ Rule 
comp! ianc('. 

!k:::.:usc: ·,he· SU~'.'.' n!· ( lrcgon hzts pri;'1:ny t'ni'nrc1'!11<:nt <1whuritv :'(Ir lhc I l? !<11k_ <.:1;ik la\\' 

guiJt.:s our ann!ysis. \\'ith respect to a possihk \ nl'ianCL'.. the rdc\·un\ On:gon sLatutl' a!\,nvs the Oregon 
l kalth ,\u!horir;: \\\ µr~mt '~ ,.,tri1mc..; from l'L'(jlliring lilL' use oi' :-1 spcL·i lie water lrcalrncnl lcd1niqu1· such 
;~s u1vcTing a \1~11c· rvscrq1ir nr trc;l\111~ \\dh:r discharged lrom th..: rc.~cr\·oir il'it determines liwi the 
treatment kchn14tk' is nnt lll'CC:s~ary In pr«kd the public hc;llth based on thl' 1wnm:: of the ra\\ \\atcT 
suurcc. ! n obtain' 'urnincv. i1 \\ould he 11cccss;J1\ to hd\ c the Uill'U\ l'l'l'd rcscr\'lii1 be cnnsidt::red [()he 
P'-~rt t)l.d1~ 1~~" \\dh:i -"'~di\:.;. dnd lu .·ihli\\ tL~.H ih-._:· ~u:liit: ~:.J';h1_' :~uurc~.: (inc:hidin;), the rL'S('T\·(~i1) !:(11 

n.:quirc treatment. Tht: »crrn "ra\\ \.\;il,~r source" i,; not dcrmed in the kdcral Safr Drinking \Vatt:r .'\ci 
(SD\\':\). 1(,dcra! rc~g,u\mions m sl;llc r.:-gul;1tions. The lcrrn ··w1cn\n,:d t'11.11shcd waicr ~l\lWg.1.' !iH;i!ity" i~, 

de lined in !he!.'."' R<.dc as :1 rcsc!"'\'ir "that \Vil! un.:!er13_1) nn !'unhcr treatment tn r1:ducc m1crohial 
p~1!h11!..!:.:ns ..... lk(':!Usc iilc I .T:? Ruic requires midi1ic1nal 11'L·aunc11L the'. PWl1 could argue that its 
unl'OVC!'L'd \\<lh~r rcscn,1irs <ire a J'i;l\\' \\'Clll'l' stiurcc and nt•I '1 linishcd wulL'r s\m·agc facili!y. and that a 
\';_1ritt~1cc ::--1hould I·-,\.: ~~r;u1L1":l:. 

ln '1dditiNt. h:c<rnsc the st,1h.: st<.\ll.ltc prn\ ides tbc irni.'11\ \lf thc sl;1tc legislature\ 1ht: stiHc ;;tatutc 
that <dhrns 1.his variance shuuld pn:' ail o\·cr a staie regulation thm docs 110Li:ln"· a \'ariancc 

NEI(~' YORK~ L0NL)0N ~ l"O!~Q. KQblG • l;Hll;:,A.G;Q ~ WA~HINGH)t{, !>.C . .:t- f.?21J!N(?. It' Pt.Rl'$"' LOS A~~Gf!:LC-:S 'I> s:..N fRM·K!Sl.0 -t flHltAOELPHlf; •PIT lSBURGH 
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To modif)' 1h<.: crn11rli:mcc schcduk. lhcr..: arc 110 specific !(:demi or- sla\L' siatutory Pr n~fwh1nry 
pnwi;;1ons kn· adius'.ing dll approved sc·hcduk:. Si:nilarly. tlll:rc is 1w rclmc:d guiddncc un p~1inL 
r !UWC\Cl'. imp!cmCTling !'l'.;p11:il1\)J')'-; !i)r oLllcr aspects ol'lhc SU\\':\ allow ror mmliJicmiun urstalc-
apprm c(i schcduks such as J stak:-appro,·cJ corrcci.iq: w:!it111 pi<ins. and the City nr Port!an<l eouid uso.:: 
1his els !he basis !'or a rnoJiiication unJt:r the l .12 Rule. 

L BACKGROUND 

lhL' ll.S. E11viro11mcntal Proh:ction !\ge11cy {l:P!\) prornulgatL'd 1he I .T::'. Ruic 011 January 5. 
2006 (71FR653). The rule's purpose. as s\attd by J::PA. is to reduce disease incidence associated \\ilh 
( '1:1proxpori1liw11 anJ other discasc-c.ausi ng rn icroorgrm isms in drinking: \Vat er. lhc ruk n .. 'q u ires water 
syslt'ms tn conJttd !\vo rounds of s,1urcc water sainpling !'or ( '1:1plmporidi111n. and bused upcin 1hc drna 
co!kc!d .. upgrade or instai! additional control tcchnologiL:s in 1mle1· to achicw a specific 
1T1!1oval/irn1crirntio11 rate. ·1 he rule aiso requires thm i!ll water S) s1c:ms using uncuvcrcd (inish..:d water 
storage fricilitil:S to either co\·t:r any uncovered llnishcd v;ate.r storage foci lity. or lr\cal the dischar~'.C frum 
the uncuvcrcd finished waler storage facility· \(1 the distribution system w achic:\'C inau!\utin11 and/or 
rcrnonl of at !casi 4-l()b' \·iru,:. 3-iog Uiardiu lumliiio. anJ 2-log ( 'np10.1poridi111n. 

The Ci1y 01··\Jcw York.. \JY and the City (\]Portland arc two lmgc c·itics in the nation thu1 
continue !u 1.nilil.e: ttncO\Trcd Cini shed \\atcr storage facilities. Ikea use 01· the s1ri11gcnr L~trnlrnis on 
snun.:c wakr pnikcLion. hnlh cities have histllrically been able Li.1 control pnllut:tnls i111hcir drinking 
l\<lLcr. and ncith;.:r cii;. h<is c:\pLTit.:1Kcd ( 'r.iplo.1puridi11111 outl>rcaks in their drinking \\atcr syskrns. 
l~<.:causc of the ~iA: ol' liwir linishecl water storage i'acililics. New Y()rk and Pc)nland will h<!H' 
si gni liumt <..:osts !'or rnmpk1m:c \Vi th tl"ll· !.T2 Ru k. 

We undcrswnd that !he PWn i:> rl:qucslin~! ~1 v;triilm:c from 1hc ~-idditional S(ntn:.1..\ wak1· trc<ilrnc::m 
1·cquirc~mcnts of th..: [...T2 Ruic. In the C\'Cnt the: variance i:; not granted. the P\VB has u compliance date 
nf /\pril I. 201 :~ for ihc complclit)n o!'c::ipilal imprm·c111L:11b. /\I this lime. 1hL· P\:VB does not intend ti.) 
seek a variance from the n.'quircn1L'l11 tu cu,·er its rcsu\'liir;;. They have an ;1pprovcd compliance 
schedule. and currcnily piur: tu Jisrnnncct all open reservoirs by December .1 l. 2o:w. 

H.. \',\IUAN( 'E l'ROVISIONS Li:\' DER FLHEl{.-\L AND ST.'\TE LA\\.' 

!TA pnmrn!guk'J the Ll'2 Ruk undcl' ihc mnhorit) 11!' lhc SD\\.',\ .. \'el' c.}2 U.S.C. ~ :rnor et. se(r 
The Sulc or Orcgrnt ha.,; primacy 10 cn l'orcc the· prnvi~ions \11' the fc'.dn:il rules under a granl l!·orn EPA. 
and ihc state prornulg.at<:d the 1;p R uk rcqtti rements. ,\'el! OAR 333-061-00) 2. 

!. 11<.kr \hi: S.)\\.-\, LF.•\ lt;i::; llm:L: t)pliu11s l'cJr issuins <I 'a:i<il'1CL' .• u1d lli(' On..'gon kgislalur;.; has 
aduplc-d a varianc.: provision cquivakn! k1 unc or thc111. t"l1c staic vnri:mcc. provides. in rclc\ ant ri~irt, 
t.h~n: 

{.:~) The autliorily rn;1y .':'rant v:iriances from st::incbrds requiring the use 0L1 specified 
\\'<Her Heat lnl'llt lcdmiq l!C i !'the <iulhorily. 
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(u) DClcrmin('.S th<il the use of a spccifieJ water lrcatnicnt technique is not 
l)(:L:cssary lD prntcct the public hc:ih!J bascJ OJl the n<:llm; of the fa\\ \\ a\cr 
source for :.i public water system: 

(b) J las conJitioncJ the nirianu: as required by the l\::dcrnl SaJC Drinking 
Wutcr Act . .:J? U S.C 300g-4: 

(c} J f~1s announcL'd its inknl ll) grnnl a \'ari;.111cc :md has either: 

[d) 

(:\) Held a publiL· hearing in the area prior lo granting the variance: or 
ti31 S..:ned 11otin: ,,j' irn..:11( io gn111l lli;,· \;11irn1<.:..: c:'iih..:r pcrs,rnally. t>r 

hy rcgi'.,tcrc~d m ccn i fled mai I to all custonH.:rs connected lo the 
water system or by publication in :1 newspaper in general 
circubtion in the area. l f no hearing is requested within l 0 da:vs of 
tlii.: dak that notice is gin:n. the authoril) may gram the variance~ 
and 

Promptly nutiJies the administrator of'thl~ United Slates Environn1t:ntal 
Proti.:ction Agency or any variance granted, as required by ihe leJcrnl Safe 
Drinking Water :\ct. 

.\'ee ()!(S 448.135('.2): see o/s11 -42 Li.SC. 300g-4(a)( I )(B). 

l\vo <.)\her \'ariancc opti~1ns 1h:11 FPJ\ could grant arc not a\aibbk to the PWH in seeking a 
vwi<mcc from lreati:1g nr covering the res<:rvoir. One of !he unavailable variances allows EPA lo grant a 
\·arl:mec \,)a pubik: \\'1lL'.I' systc·rn which, bcc1rnsc or thl~ chmac1cristics oi' its rnw water sources. c:mnm 
meet maximum eont;m1ina111 levels set hy a national primary drinking \Valer regulation. See 42 LJ.S.C. 
>OOg--Ha)(J )(/\).This Yariam:e is not a1aihlbk because the PW!3 would he seeking a Vciriancc f'n.Jm a 
l.:·c;iirncnt technique (v.g., covering the reservoirs) and 1101 <l variance i'rorn 1hl: 11w\1111um contaminant 
i <..'\'L' ls. 

lhc nthcr un<ivailahk \·ari~tnt.X authoril.('S the FP !\ tn "t!n:tllt a vurianc..: lhirn am treatment 
1cchniquc requirement ... up1.)n ~1 shtm ing .. that au alternative ll'i:<ttrncnt lcclrniquc ... i' at lens! us 
ci'\icic•nl i11 iowC'ring the k\'t.'I nt'1li1' conumin;rn! with n:sp1.'cl to 1vliich such n"()l!ir1.'rncn\ 11as 
;xcscrihcJ ... See L2 US. C. _")(JO~.-·ll a lt:li. The state h;is 1w1 <1dnptcd an cqui 1 (1knt variance fll'\h is ion 
because this variance was p1'lnidcd by k1.krnl statute 1.'\clusi\cly t .. l l'.1'1\. 

We un<.krst~md that EPA. is~ucd ''letter to th,: City t)f Pnrtland <.\11 December 16. ~009 in\\ hich 
lih'Y siatcd tlrnl f\\O \;1ri<1nel: pt·ovisions of the SD\V1\. including the ,-ariancc provision cquivalen1 to the 
\'ariancl~ adop1cd hy the S\alt.' and discussed above. are nol applicable to the rcquircm1.:nt w cover the 
reservoirs. !11 panicubr. EPA stated that this \ariancc- provision is not applic<ibk because tl1L: 
vulncrnbility of the unco,·c1'l:d rcs1:rvoirs is unrdakJ iu the 1wturc o!'the raw \\'alcr supply. Because 1!10 
Statc of Oregon has been g.rantc.:J primacy !o irnpkrnc11t thc pnwisions nr !he SD\V,\, l~PA's 
determination in lhis kw:r is nol binding. The state has the authority to nwke an independent 
determination rcg.m-Jing ''hdhcr a' ariancc should he gr<:tnlL:d. 

ln addition. !lie Oregon Drinking Wate1· Progrnrn lrns also pubk:hcd ;1 state rcguiation (0;\I<. 
:U:.1-06!-00·ki( 12)) which woukl prohibit a \Uliancc pcrrni1ting thi.: PWB lD nol CO\'Cf their lini~hcJ 
\\':Jlcr S\Ui'a(:!<.? !(1cili1y. \Ve belie\'<.' this irnpkmcnting rq!.ulation is inconsistent with the ck~lr rntcnlit)ll (_)r 
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\b: stalL' !cgishlturc ;-i:quiring thal a spccilic determination must be based upon the naltff(' ol' thc rnw 
,,;t',ct- suu;-L·~' .. -\ hl:Ji:k-::t ·st')hib~litrn ;1g~1in'.'t ,·ari.t:~ccs C;·o111 a specified \1:1tcr \!·c:1tmcnl tc::clmiquc '.'.:ls 

:HJ\ 1he inte11loi'thc kgislJturc. 1 

JJL :\RGlJi\-H:l\T FOR \'AIUANCE FRO:H THE STATE 

With ri.:srcct to a possible Yariancc. the rckvunt Oregon statute allm's the Oregon !-lcalll1 
\utho:·i'.y '.cl ::;r:~nt ~1 \'.l1irncc frnrn 1Tquir 1ng thL' use ofspcci!lc '.':~i!crtn::iltmcnt lechniqul'S if' it 

determines 1hat the ln.:atmcnl ll'clrniquc is not rn.::ccss,1ry lo prolccl thi.: public hc.alth based tin 1hc naiurc 
or the fd\\· \VH!Lr ~ourcc . . '>'re ORS 448, 115(2 ). Both C.:0\'Cring the l\.:Servoirs and trcatmenl of the 
discharµc i"rom th\: rescnl)irs arc considered waler treatment techniques. 

Tn tlbtni n a \'arianc..:. the PW f$ c:m arg :1c 1JKil the uncovered rcsen nir is p;11i nf the rnw wutcr 
;.;,·,urcc,. ,ind sh,rn 1h:1l «he -ic:~1!i;y c.r the source (induJing the rcscr·yo!r) J1J nOl rquirc 1re~1tnv~'nt The 
:cm; ''raw water s()uru.:'· is m1t d1.:l!n.:d in the i"cdcrnl Sate Drinking Water Act (SDWA). kdcral 
regulations or stale n:gu!atil•ns The tcrrn ··uncovered finished \V~ll\J storage facility .. is ddi1wd in the 
SDV•/!\ n:gu!arions as a n:s ... :rvoir "thol will undergo no l'urthcr 1rcatmcn1 to reduce microbial 
p:11!1ogcns' ... :'Su· -HJ CTR~ 1-+ l.2. Because tllc 1.r:i Rule requires adclitiunal :n:;1lmcnl. the P\VB could 
an~uc ihat its u:wovcrcd wmcr reservoirs urc n r;:Px \\'atcr source nnd not a limshcc! water storauc facilitv. 

<., ' .__ ,,, 

aud lhal a YanHnc.i...: ::hutt;~i b(· granlcd. 

ln the C\L:lH drn! 1he sU!c Joes gran1 il vari(l!ll'<, LP.-\ has the; 'lLilho1iry tn siep in and a!lcmpt to 
n.'\'Okc the v~1riuncc .. either through issu<UK'e \)l an order under the SOW/\ (42 L1.S.C. 300g-3(gJ) or by 
bringing a ci\ il a':tion in district u11.1n under the Act (42 l.1 S.C 300g-3(h)J_ In either case, the PWB 
l'Ouid conll'Sl thi::-: acti1_ir1 :ii!d ar~lllC th:l! ~i tlctcnninaiion lw the Stale ui' On.:gnn w~1s ·within !he authority 
g.rct!llL'O (\)ii by lhi.: SD\\',\. F\C!'i !h<Hlgh a lq:al ~malysi:; or Lili:--; '-.C('.rwrio is b~'..\ ond the '.iCOpc 0!'1his 
lcucr. case !zm docs indicc1ic that ihc PW!.3 '~ould he likcly lt1 prn·ail. See U.S 1·. :\Jussuc/11{.\'Cfls ff'arer 
l?t'sow·n's. liiliwri1y. 256 [iJd 1(1 (Isl Cir .'200 I) (JttJchcd). 

ln addition to case iaw upholding a s!nic \<lli,11'\Ctc dctcr111in~nio11. it appear::: unlikely that FP;\ 
11.uuk! chalkng(' 1hc (k1cnninmin1i l)uri11L' her FdJruary ?_ 201 ! lL~stirnnny hd(:in: 1hc \ 1.S St'.n~11c 

CurnmiLll'l'. U!l Emirntllill'id ..ind l'uhL..: \\'url-.s. rPA ,\drni11istr~1tor Li.:;a .idck::nn statc.'J 1k1L if the Sbtc 
or On.:gon grnnts a rnriancc U.J tile City of Port la nu. EPI\ would \\ ork to support lhc Stall' <llld that 
··j!YA du:.:sn'tj cxp1:ct thur we wonld be \\orking. in nppnsition to jihc Stnh.'j.·· 

IV. AN EXE\H'TION IS NOT APPLICABLE 

Li':\ <ilill'-\S pubiic 11 cit-.:r .;1 skrns tu r..:,1u..:st c.·.\c.:inptions from ;1ny trc:a:m:m t'..'c:lmiquc 
n:quirc1m:nt. in accordance with-~'.:'\ l_S.C. :lOOg·'.'. The cxctnp1ion a!J,1wc.; ihc.' public \Yater sys1crn up to 

: ORS -PH. J 3 l :Hnliori1.e;-; tiW ;-;talc·;; Drinl-;i11;;: \Vntcr f'W[;',r<lrn 1n a1fop1 adminis1ra1ivc.: ruk:>. \Vith rcop:.:c\ 11.l the 
variance i~~uc. t.hc Drinking \V;Hcr 1irngr;1in co:dd al ;1nv time re\ isc 1'1.: current ruk !O make it con,;istcnl \\ i'ih Ilic 
q;;k ..;l;ifntc. lt \\c:ild he 1cq11ircd Jn follow publil· 11•1ticc <ind commc11l prni.:L'durcs. 
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thri.:c )"l~ars beyond the tHhL~rwisc applicat->k compliance dare to bring the system into compli<mct~ wilh 
lh~ ~:·c;mncnt technique n:quircmc11L Thi: exemption pni\·ision would nm he :1pp1icahk in this si1m1tiPn. 
ho\Vt.::\:cr. as there is not an cipplicahlc corn pl iance elate fur the requircmi:nt to treat or cover the 
rcsc1Toirs. lnsll'ad. the LT2 ruk 1>c'ql!ir,·s ihat the system must be instalkJ in accordarn.:c with '1 Stalc-
'1l'P7'lJVcU schedule. Without an applicable compliance date, there is no basis for an exemption rc4ucs1. 

;\!the same time. bccausc ihcre is not a f~derully-imp0scd compliance date lo treat or cover 1hc 
r-_·scr\ oirs. the: C!1y (l r Por!bnd ~md the Sl:l!e C'.1.:1 determine :111 appropriak comp!iancc thic. 

V, A.HGUJ\·n;NT FOR \·IODIFYlNG THE STATE-APPROVED SCHli~DLtLE 

The PWB sllbiniitcd a construction schcduk to thc FPA and !he State of Oregon on iv1an:h 25. 
:2009. and th1..~ schcduk was appi'li\cd on \fon:h 7.7. 1009. There arc no spccific rro\'isions, \.'ithcr in the 
SD\V/\. or in 1.hc LT::? Ruic, requiring ndhcrencc to a sp1.:cilic scheduk. Furthermore.. then~ is no 
guidance .::it her from EP J\ ur the Seate of Oregon on a prrnxdure for adjusting: :in approved .c.chcduk. ur 
idcinifying pussibk reasons a 1.noJilication wnuld be allowed nr disallowc~d. Hmvi.:vcr, because EPA 
irnpkrncnting rcgu!atJ()llS !\Jr other aspcClS of the Sl)\>v' i\ allow l\.lr modi llC<.HiO!l of stale-approved 
schedules. i1 is possible that modifications would be allowed under the Ll2 Ruic. .\'er 40 CTR I-! I .4o:; 
\a)())(ii)(i\). ri.:quiring.1hal any suhsequcnl modilicalions to a SD\V/\ s(ate-approvcd correctiw aelion 
pbn and schcJuh: must ~1isn be :ipprt.)\·cd by th;: Slate. Tberc!On:. the PWI~ can us..: 1hi:: a~ the basis for 
arguing !t1r a modili1.:ation t.lf till' current plan, and for additional time to achic\'I..' linal compliance. 

Plc<isc lei us kno1v if you have any quesiions. 

Very truly yours. 

D:t\':d \V. \Vaf,~ncr 

Vh1rk .\. i\lust.ian 



PUBLIC HEAL TH DIVISION l r eg;ii l Ith 
Drinking Water Program n 
John A. Kitzh;b;"~~-----------~----~---~-- --·--~----·---;i\utborit y 

800 NE Oregon Street, #640 
Portland, OR 97232-2162 

December 9, 2011 Phone 971-673-0405 

David Shaff, Administrator 
Portland Water Bureau 
1120 SW 5th Avenue, Suite 600 
Portland, OR 97204-1926 

Dear David: 

FAX 971-673-0694 
TIY-Nonvoice 971-673-0375 

I am \\IIiting in response to your letter dated August 23, 201 I, in which you ask for 
an "indefinite suspension" of the Bureau's compliance schedule to comply with the 
requirement to treat or cover the City's 5 lmcovered reservoirs pending the recently 
announced EPA review of the LT2 rule. We responded to you on October 11 that 
we were anticipating guidance from EPA to state Primacy agencies on this issue. 

Attached is the guidance we received from EPA headquarters. EPA states that their 
L T2 review is not a proper basis for amending an existing state-approved schedule 
to comply with the rule's finished drinking water storage facility requirement. 

Sincerely, 

Cl~, iLt 
Dave Leland, PE, Manager 
Drinking Water Program 

DEL:dw 

Enclosure 

Received 
DEC 'I 3 2011 

Portland Water 
Admini"'' : ... 



Leland David E 

From: 
Sent: 
To; 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Expires: 

cynthia: 

Shibley Gail R 
Wednesday, December 07, 201112:53 PM 
'Dougherty.Cynthia@epamail.epa.gov'; gail.r..shibley@state.or.us 
Bussell.Mike@epamaiLepa.gov; Bergman.Ronald@epamail.epa.gov; Leland David E; Salis 
Karyl L (karyl.l.salis@state.or.us) 
RE: LT2 regulation review and compliance schedules 

Friday, June 15, 2012 12:00 AM 

thank you for your note. I understand from your email below that epa's 112 rule review rs not a proper basis for 
amending an existing state-approved schedule to comply with the rule's finished drinking water storage facility 
requirement · 

I very much appreciate the clarlficatlon of this important detail. 

regards, 
gall 

Gall R. Shibley, J.D. 
Administrator, Environmental Public Health Oregon Health Authority 
http://public.health.oregon.gov/HealthyEnvironments 
g.ail.r.shiblev@state.or.us 
V: 971/673-0403 
F: 971/673-0456 

"If you want to learn about the health of a population, 
look at the air they breathe, the water they drink, and the places where they live." 
Hippocrates · 

-----Original Message-----
Frnm: Dougherty.Cynthla@epamail.epa.gov [rnailto:Dougherty.Cynthla@epamail.epa.gov) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 07, 201110:34 AM 
To: gail.r.shibley@state.or.us 
Cc: Bussell.Mike@epamail.epa.gov; Bergman.Honald@epamail.epa.gov 
Subject: L T2 regulatfon review and compliance schedules 

Gail, 

You asked me how the Agency's review of the Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule would impact water 
systems' compliance requirements and schedules for covering their finished water reservoirs under that rule. 

The requirements of the L T2 rule are still' in effect. The LT2 rule is Important for drinking water quallty and public health 
protection, and the uncovered reservoir requirements protect against the potential for re-contamination of treated 
drinking water with disease··causing organlsms, specifically Cryptosporidium, Giardia, and viruses. 

1 



The rule review process does not provide a basis to modify compliance obligations. However, there may be specific 
articulable facts that warrant compliance schedule adjustments. Many public water systems face multiple challenges as 
they manage, maintain, and operate their systems. 
)n addition, infrastructure construction projects may also present challenges. Primacy agencies can evaluate these 
system-specific issues when evaluating a request to adjust a compliance schedule. If a schedule adjustment is 
appropriate, the public water system should have robust interim measures in place to ensure public health protection, 
and those interim measures should remain in effect until that system comes into compliance with the rule. 

Please let me know if you have additlonaf questions. 

Cynthia C. Dougherty 
Dtrector 
Office of Ground Water and Drinking Water (4601M} 
(202) 564-3750 - Phone 
(202) 564-3753 - Fax 

2 



May 17, 2012 

David Shaff, Administrator 
Portland Water Bureau 
'1120 SE 51

h /\venue 
Portland, OR 97204 

Dear David: 

800 Ni: CJregon #540 
Port/ai··1d: O·~ 97232~2162 

Phone 97 ·1-373-0405 
F/.\X 9T1-6 73--0694 

TTY-/\lonvo1c:e 971-673-0375 

This letter responds to your February 10, 2012 request for a delay to the Portland 
Water Bureau (PWB) compliance schedule for meeting the Long Term 2 Enhanced 
Surface Water Treatment Rule (L T2) requirements for uncoven:;d finished water 
reservoirs. PWB must complete two projects to comply; PWB proposes delaying the 
eastside project 8.5 years and the westside project 5.5 years. 

Background 
LT2 and EPA 
L T2 requires all public water systems that store treated ("finished") water in. 
uncovered reservoirs to either cover the facilities or treat the effluent to achieve 
inactivation ami/or removal of 99.99% of viruses, 99.9% of Giardia and 99% of 
Cryptosporidium. Water systems had to either meet this requirement or be on an 
approved compliance schedule no laier than April i, 2009. 

PWB chose to provide covered reservoirs rather than treat the effluents of existing 
reservoirs and so notified the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Primacy 
agency for the l T2 rule at the time. PWB would comply by constructing covered 
reservoirs and, upon completion, disconnecting PWB's five uncovered reservoirs. 
Fuiiher, PWB proposed dates for disconnecting the Mt Tabor and Washington Park 
uncovered reservoirs to the EPA: the three reservoirs on Mt. Tabor would be 
disconnected by December 31, 2015, and the two in Washington Park would be 
disconnected by December 31, 2020. 

On March 25, 2009, PWB submitted to EPA additional detail regarding interim 
milestone deadlines as part of PWB's proposed compliance schedule. The 
schedule reiterated the original completion dates proposed by PWB to no longer 

-
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rely on uncovered finished drinking water reservoirs. In a memo to Commissioner 
Leonard also dated March 25, 2009 (tile date of PVVB's proposed compliance 
schedule to EP/-\), PWB stated that the compliance schedule option being proposed 
by PWB to EPA "allows sorne projects to be built concurrently without interfering 
with operations and customer service." Two days later, EPA accepted and 
approved the scl1edule as submitted by PWB. 

Thus, the completion dates which PWB is subject to are the dates PWB proposed 
to EPA 

Prior to L T2 requiring this action, PWB expressed its clear intent to cover its 
uncovered reservoirs on numerous occasions. For example, PWB wrote a letter to 
EPA September 18, 2002 describing proposed action to improve PWB's lead {Pb) 
control program, essential to minimize exposure to this potent neurotoxin. In this 
letter, PWB cited covering or replacing the existing uncovered reservoirs as the 
primary long-term strategy to reduce lead exposure through drinking water, and 
stated an anticipated date of July, 2006 for covering or replacing all uncovered 
reservoirs. 

L T2 and Of-IA 
On July 8, 2009, EPA granted the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) Interim Primacy 
for the L T2 rule, and OHA continues to have Interim Primacy over L T2. 

As the lead enforcement agency, OHA has discretion under state statutes and rules 
to extend forrnal compliance schedules, and has done so on occasion at the 
request of water suppliers. lf a water supplier requests an extension to an agreed-
upon compliance schedule, OHA thoroughly reviews the request to determine if a 
delay is necessary and thus an extension is warranted under the circumstances. 

More specifically, the water supplier must be able to demonstrate continuing, steady 
progress toward compliance, and that specific, unforeseen circumstances outside 
the water supplier's control have caused the de!ay. Examples of such 
circumstances have included delays in construction due to weather, contractors, 
equipment availability, supply delivery, or unexpected geologic conditions; delays in 
necessary state or federal project funding; and delays in permitting and approvals 
by other governmental agencies. In all cases, OH/-\ re-evaluates interim public 
health risk and mitigation measures required in the compliance agreement to 
assure that public health is protected during the unavoidable delay. 
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Prior PWB Request 
OHA follovved the practice outlined above when, on ,June 8, 2010, PWB requested a 
modification from OHi\ of one of the interim 1Ttiiestone deadlines in the original L T2 
cornpliance schedule. PVVB's request included demonstration of continuing, steady 
progress towards compliance, and a1iiculated the specific circumstances that 
caused the need for a delay. OHA approved this interim milestone n1odification on 
June 1 !5, 2010. We noted then and do again today that PWB did not request any 
change to its ultimate compliance date, and the date of disconnecting the reservoirs 
from the water systern remained unchanged 

Current PVVB Request 
PWB novv requests a modification that results in project delays of 8.5 years and 5.5 
years based on unchanged circumstances, and an apparent multi-year suspension 
of effornoward regulator; cornpliance. Figure 1 below is reproduced from PWB's 
current request to OHA: 
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Benefits of Covered Reservoirs 
EPA has long stated that storage of treated drinking water in uncovered reservoirs 
can lead to significant water quality degradation and increased health risks to 
consumers (See, e.g., Uncovered Finished Water Reservoirs Guidance Manual, 
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EPA, .Apnl ·1999; Federal Register, ,January 5, 2006, pp 713-715). The L T2 
requirement to cover or treat water from uncovered reservoirs is intended to protect 
against the potential for recontamination of treated water by disease-causing 
organisms such as viruses, Giardia and Cryptosporidium Such recontamination 
can occur from a wide variety of sources, including bird and animal wastes, human 
activity, algal growth, insects and airborne deposition. Uncovered rese1-voirs have 
also been known to cause water quality degradation such as increases in turbidity, 
bacteria grovvth, particulates, disinfection by-products, taste and odor problems, and 
nitrification of chloraminated water. Over the years, a number of specific 
contamination incidents associated with Portland's uncovered reservoi1·s have been 
reported by PVVB and the local rnedia. 

Nationally, most uncovered reservoirs were constructed between the late 1800s 
and the early 1940s. Since then, it has been the standard of practice within the 
drinking water industry to cover newly constructed finished drinking water 
reservoirs, as indicated in the Ten State Standards, US Public Health Service 
standards, American Water Works Association policy, EPA regulations .. as well as 
Oregon construction standards. According to EPA's Uncovered Finished Water 
Reservoir Guidance Manual, 750 uncovered reservoirs were in use across the 
United States in the mid-1970s, with the number falling to appwximately 300 by 
1992. According to EPA, the number dropped to 81 by 2006. In 2012, only 38 
uncovered reservoirs remain in the US, including 5 in Portland. Uncovered 
reservoir projects in two other Oregon cornmunities are complete and a third 
Oregon community will complete its project this year. 

Public l-foalth and Security Co-Benefits 
f n addition to the risks associated with uncovered reservoirs identified above, there 
are also important co-benefits to covering or replacing uncovered reservoirs. 
Because uncovered reservoirs allow for atmospl1eric exchange with the water, the 
associated water chemistry changes can interfere with opt11111zing corrosion control 
treatment. This interference may result in higher concentrations of lead (Pb) in 
water at the tap. In addition, the chlorine on which PWB depends to treat its water 
can dissipate in uncovered reservoirs, depleting disinfectant residuals in the 
distribution system intended to protect against bacterial regrowth and 
recontamination. Finally, uncovered reservoirs present security risks for intentional 
contamination of or damage to the water supply. 



Conclusion 
PWB requests a delay in complying with the federal uncovered finished water 
reservoir requirement. However, PWB's request not identify any specific 
circumstances not previously known to PWB when PWB a) proposed its compliance 
schedule in 2009, orb) proposed its interim rT!ilestone modification in 2010. Fu1iher, 
the proposed timing appears to reflect a suspension of effort to comply with the 
mandated regulation, rather than continuing, steady progress toward regulatory 
compliance. 

Thus, PWffs compliance schedule approved by EPA on March 27, 2009, with the 
interim milestone modification approved by OHA on June 15, 2010, remains in 
effect. 

We are mindful of the technical and economic challenges communities face in 
providing safe drinking water to their consumers. OHA remains committed to 
working with PWB as you work steadily to comply with regulatory requirements. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Leland, PE, Manager 
Drinking Water Program 

DEL:dw 



July 17, 2013 

Mr. Dana Haynes, Communications Director 
Office of the Mayor, City of Portland 
1221S.W.4th Avenue, Suite 340 
Portland, OR 97204 

RE: Your call of July 16, 2013 
L T2 and Open Reservoir Burial 

Dear Mr. Haynes: 

Thank you for your call yesterday in response to my June 13, 2013, letter to the Mayor. In 
that letter I had expressed skepticism about the Mayor's June 3 statement that the City has 
"been fighting LT2 since its inception" and is "faced with no other legal options" than to 
decommission Portland's open reservoirs and replace them with buried tanks. 

You have clarified to me the City of Portland's position, which I understand to be as follows: 

You indicated that the Mayor and City Council continue to oppose reservoir burial as 
a matter of principle. 

You indicated that the Mayor and City Council continue to oppose reservoir 
treatment as a matter of principle. 

You stated that the City of Portland chose the burial option, when it submitted its 
EPA-compliant schedule in 2009, solely because the EPA's November 6, 2007, ruling 
forced the City to choose either burial or post-treatment, and the City felt that burial 
was the Jess onerous and costly of these two options. 

You pointed out that the City of Portland has twice asked its LT2 enforcement agent, 
the Oregon Health Authority, for schedule extensions. You explained that the City 
made these requests pursuant to the EPA's recent announcement that it will 
reconsider the LT2 open reservoir coverage requirement by 2016; and pursuant to 
the two other open-reservoir cities (Rochester and New York City) being allowed to 
delay reservoir burial while LT2 is reconsidered. You stated that the OHA denied 
Portland's most recent request on April 29, 2013. 

You reiterated that The Mayor and City Council continue to oppose reservoir burial, 
but have proceeded with burial plans based solely on their contention that they 
have exhausted all other options. 
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Accordingly, please provide me with copies of, or links to, the following documents (kindly 
let me know if there will be up-front copying charges): 

l. With respect to the City's claim to have exhausted all alternatives to burial, please 
provide me with: 

a. A copy of the City of Portland's timely appeal of the April 29, 2013 denial 
issued by OHA Drinking Water Program Manager David Leland, filed before 
the department, court or agency with authority to review and overturn Mr. 
Leland's decisions. 

b. A copy of the City's appeal to said entity, showing that the City has (1) 
challenged Mr. Leland's insupportable contention that there is a"lack of 
change in the evidence and science around the public health risks"; (2) 
assiduously endorsed the testimony of its Water Bureau Administrator, 
David Shaff, that the City's current rushed burial schedule endangers public 
health and safety by interrupting water supply and leaving citizens 
vulnerable in case of emergency; and (3) cited its flagship participation in 
rigorous Cryptosporidium studies whose data earned Portland the only pre-
treatment variance ever granted by the EPA, and whose data will also be 
used by the EPA when reviewing LTZ's validity in 2016. 

c. A copy of the City's appeal to said entity, showing that the City has (1) 
Challenged Mr. Leland's spurious claim that EPA's 2016 regulatory review is 
unlikely to result in "wholesale changes"; (2) submitted in contradiction to 
Mr. Leland's claim a copy of EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson's August 19, 
2011, statement that in light of "new data and information," ... "the need to 
mandate a reservoir cover" ... "warrant[s] further review"; (2) submitted in 
contradiction to Mr. Leland's claim a copy of EPA Acting Assistant 
Administrator Nancy Stoner's January 27, 2012, invitation to the City of 
Portland be considered for "compliance schedule adjustments," and to 
participate in a spring 2012 pubic meeting with the EPA to present "new 
information related to uncovered finished water reservoirs," in order for the 
EPA to "assess and analyze new data and information ... to evaluate whether 
there are new or additional ways to manage risk"; and (3) submitted in 
contradiction to Mr. Leland's claim a copy of President Obama's Executive 
Order 13563, dated January 18, 2011, mandating that federal agencies 
review regulations "that may be outmoded, ineffective, insufficient, or 
excessively burdensome, and to modify ... or repeal them in accordance with 
what has been learned." 
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d. A copy of the section of the City's appeal to said entity, showing that the City 
has (1) challenged Mr. Leland's reliance for his decision on direct comparison 
between Portland and Rochester, New York; (2) cited EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson's August 19, 2011, letter referencing New York City's decades-Jong 
compliance schedule; and (3) asserted that there is no regulatory 
requirement that Portland's water system be identical to Rochester's, or New 
York City's, in order for Portland to merit equal protection under the law. 

e. A copy of the docket in the above-referenced appeal, listing dates when 
concerned parties and agencies may attend hearings and offer testimony 
before the appropriate entity. 

f. 

g. 

A copy of the testimony which the City of Portland submitted during its 
attendance at the spring 2012 public conference to which EPA Acting 
Assistant Administrator Nancy Stoner invited the City of Portland in her 
January 27, 2012, letter. 

A copy of the communication(s) bet\veen the City of Portland and Senator 
Merkley, showing that the City has (1) challenged Senator Merkley's June 18, 
2009, assertion that "it is very clear from my colleagues in the Senate that a 
legislative approach has very little chance for success"; (2) reminded Senator 
Merkley that he serves on the Senate Environmental and Public Works 
Committee, which controls funding to the EPA; (3) reminded Senator 
Merkley that his colleague on that committee is Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, 
whose political clout and connections to Senior Senator Charles Schumer 
were instrumental in obtaining the EPA's 2011 policy shift regarding LT2's 
open reservoir rules; and ( 4) unarnbiguously demanded that Senators 
Merkley and Gillibrand use their authority on the Environment and Public 
Works Committee, their budgetary power over the EPA, ·and tht: support of 
Congressman Blumenauer as pledged in his multiple communications on the 
subject, to ensure that Portland is provided with immediate legislative relief 
from LT2. 

2. With respect to the City's claim to have chosen the least onerous and costly 
approach to LT2, please provide me with: 

a. A copy of the City of Portland's study /studies showing that post-treating the 
open reservoirs' contents as they leave the reservoirs is more onerous and 
expensive than the sum of (1) "$440.1 million in out5tanding debt"; plus (2) 
"hundreds of millions of dollars" in projected future expenditures; (3) plus 
"$36.1 million" per year in debt service; .as quoted from Commissioner 
Leonard's February 4, 2013, request to delay reservoir burial. 
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b. A detailed list of the other water users to which you referred, when you 
stated that post-treatment of open reservoirs would require construction of 
multiple, costly facilities because of "all the other users" who receive outflow 
from Portland's three open reservoirs. 

c. A copy of the City of Portland's study /studies showing that costs associated 
with the City's current burial plans per item (a) above, are less than the 
$1000-per-day maximum fine under 42 USC §300g-2 (which amounts to 
$896,000 for the 896 days between now and the expected date of LTZ's 
review) which the City would incur if it simply refused to comply with Mr. 
Leland's arbitrary and unreasonable demands. 

In light of the numerous public allegations of fiscal mismanagement and conflicts of 
interest in the City's handling of Water Bureau contracts, please provide me with: 

a. Copies of the Mayor's public disclosures regarding his connections to the 
HDR firm, showing (1) his communications directing City officials to ensure 
that HDR did not benefit unfairly from the Mayor's potential conflicts of 
interest; and (2) the competitive bid documents comparing HD R's winning 
contract bids in comparison to those submitted by other firms. 

b. Copies of City Hall's public disclosures regarding the potential conflicts of 
interest between all high-ranking City Hall and Portland Water Bureau 
principals whose spouses, and/or spouses' employers, received reservoir 
burial contracts and/or subcontracts. 

c. Copies of the reservoir-related contracts awarded to HDR, MWl1 Global, 
CH2M Hill, and any other firms whose principals, or whose principals' 
spouses, work currently, or have recently worked, for the City of Portland; 
showing (1) the City's public announcements disclosing those potential 
conflicts of interest; (2) transcripts of the hearing(s) at which the public was 
informed of those conflicts of interest and allowed to object; and (3) the 
competitive bid documents shoVl.ring these contractors' winning contract bids 
in comparison to those submitted by other firms. 

As I mentioned, I am a Mt Tabor resident on limited disability income, and am raising a 
child with health problems. My family cannot afford the financial burden of doubled water 
bills, nor the health risks should Portland compromise its pristine Bull Run watershed and 
its time-tested, incident-free open reservoirs. 

I look forward to receiving the above documentation and sharing it with my friends, 
neighbors and community organizations. 
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We will work tirelessly to ensure, in the words of Commissioner Leonard's February 4, 
2013, letter to the Oregon Health Authority, that the City does not "proceed with the 
construction of these reservoir projects only to find out in 2016 that they are no longer 
mandated, [leaving] Portland ratepayers in debt for hundreds of millions of dollars ... for a 
project that is not a public health priority." 

And we will continue to hold the Mayor and City Council to their pledged opposition to L T2. 

Sincerely, 

/<;;( 

cc Concerned individuals and community groups 
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Citations are coming soonl 
Meanwhile, browse our 
chronologir.ally organized outline 
of kev documents and events in 
the c~ntroversy surrounding 
Portland's municipal drinking 
water policy. 
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"Thirst was rnade for \ovater, inquiry for truth." 

Three Private Homes' Independent Testing Questions City's 5/23 
Boil-Water Alert 
Posted Jun 17, 2014 

Three Private Homes' Independent 
Testing Questions City's 5/23 

Boil-Water Advisory 
Portland Water Info has obtained documents showing that three 

private households near the open Mt. Tabor Reservoir had their tap 
water independently tested during the 5/23/2014 Boil Water Alert, and 

all samples tested negative for total coliform and E coli bacteria. 
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Says one homeowner, "We feel we were lied to." 
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The three households, which include three children imd two individuals with reduced immunity, 
became concerned when they were told by Portland Water Bureau on 5/23 that they may have 
been drinking contaminated water for three days. They decided to have their households' tap 
water tested independently, and the results all came back negative. 

According to a group representative, "The City seems to have a habit of issuing· boil-water notices 
over a weekend or holiday." (The City last issued a boil-water advisory on Saturday, 7/21/2012.) 
"And our neighborhood has a long history of being given conflicting information about our 
reservoir. Given the 30-hour testing window, weekend boil-water alerts seem almost tailor-made 
to prevent private citizens from being able independently verify whether our water is actually 
contaminated. This just raised too many red flags for us." 

The home owners made special arrangements with an independent laboratory to do Saturday 

-
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testing of five samples collected on F1iday. This included persuading a lab employee to work on 
his day off so that sample incubation could begin within 30 hours of SJX."Cimen collection, as 
required by lab protocol. 

"We had to drive across town in holiday traffic to get the sterile vials before closing tfo1e; 
coordinate testing among the different homes; then drive back across town to the lab's 
after··hours drop box. But it was the only way we could independently test the City's claim that 
the reservoir was sending us contaminated water. Of course we had to wait for the results, so we 
boiled our water like everyone else. But at least in the end we found out what really was--or in 
this case wasn't--in our water." 

A representative from the laboratory in question confirmed that the facility performs total 
coliform and E coli te.sting for several local municiµalities, though not for City of Portland, which 
does its own testing. 

Concluded one home owner: "If the City put reservoir politics before the truth, that's not 
acceptable. " 

12/l/2014 4:13 AM 
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Water Bureau's May 23 Boil-Water Advisory Called 
Into Question by Citizen Group 
July 1, 2014 10:35 amO commentsViews: 47 

OP Ed By Katherin Kirkpatrick 

A group of Mt. Tabor residents submitted their tap water for independent testing during the May 23, 2014, boil-water 
advisory, and all samples (five in total) tested negative for total coliform and E coli bacteria. 

The Southeast hxaminer has received copies of the reports confirming the negative results. 

The residents, some of whom identify themselves as being at higher risk of waterborne illness due to age and health 
status, became concerned when the Portland Water Bureau informed them via robocall on May 23 that they may have 
been drinking contaminated water for several days. 

As neighbors of the controversy embroiled Mt. Tabor open reservoirs, the group expressed skepticism of what they 
referred to as the Portland Water Bureau's "habit" of issuing boil-water advisories during holidays and weekends. 

The current advisory came on a Friday afternoon and the last one occurred Saturday, July 21 ,2012. 

As one resident put it, "our neighborhood has a long history of being given conflicting information about our 
reservoir. 

With their 30-hour testing window, weekend boil-water alerts seem almost tailor-made to prevent private citizens 
from independently verifying whether our water is actually contaminated as the City claims. This just raised too many 
r~d flag~ for u..~·-" 

The group spent hours trying to locate an independent laboratory capable of testing household water over the holiday. 
Arrangements were eventually made with a facility in the West suburbs. 

One homeowner drove for hours against holiday traffic to retrieve pre-treated vials, sterile gloves and alcohol swabs. 
The group then scrambled to collect five separate household samples according to the lab 's specifications. Finally, the 

12/1/20144:15 AM 
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samples were driven back across town to an after-hours drop box. 

Meanwhile, many group members continued to boil their water per Bureau instructions, as the test's incubation period 
meant that final results would not be available until well after the advisory ended. 

According to one resident, "it was the only way we could independently test the City's claim that the reservoir was 
sending us contaminated water. At least in the end we found out what really was, or in this case wasn't, in our water." 

A representative from the laboratory in question confirmed that the facility performs total coliform and E coli testing 
for local municipalities; though not for the City of Portland, which performs its own testing. 

The incident did little to assuage the residents' doubts about the Portland Water Dureau's handling of the matter. 

Said one resident, "If the City put reservoir politics before the truth, that's not acceptable." 
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Vvatch·ng out for you 

Coliform worries continue for Portland water 
By Carla Castano and KOIN 6 News staff 
Published: September 30, 2013, 12:50 pm 

The Portland Water Bureau flushes a pipeline at 27th and Nevada. (KOIN 6 News) 

PORTLAND, Ore. (KOIN) - Yet another water district has stopped pumping in some Portland water over 
continuing concerns (http://www.koin.com/2013/09/26/sw-portland-water-test-results/) about high levels of 
coliform bacteria. 

The Portland Water Bureau is preparing a letter to be sent to the 17 ,000 Southwest Portland 
households and businesses that were affected by this violation. (http://www.koin .com/2013/09 
/24/tigard-stops-taking-portland-water/} 

The Tualatin Valley Water District told KOIN Monday that it has joined the Tigard and Lake Grove water 
districts in temporarily halting some of its supply from the Portland Water Bureau. 

TVWD serves about 200,000 customers in unincorporated 
portion of Washington County, and areas of Beaverton, 
Hillsboro and Tigard. 

12/112014 7:00 AM 
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(http://lintvkoin.files.wordpress.com 
12013/09/coliform-questions-
neighborhood-93013.jpg) 

PWB disclosed that it confirmed three more positive total 
coliform tests Monday from its tank at SW 27th Avenue and 
Nevada Court. That tank has been testing positive for about 
two weeks now despite being flushed repeatedly. More than 
21,000 households in Southwest Portland, along with the 
Raleigh, West Slope and Valley View water districts are still 
being serviced by that water. 

More than 21,000 households in 
Southwest Portland, along with the 
Raleigh, West Slope and Valley View 
water districts are still being serviced by 
that water. PWB disclosed that it has 
received three more positive total 
coliform tests Monday - from the tank 
connected to this hydrant at SW 27th. 
Avenue and Nevada Court. That tank 
has been testing positive for about two 
weeks now despite being flushed 
repeatedly. (KOIN 6 News) 

TVWD, Tigard and Lake Grove water districts have halted 
their supply from the impacted pipeline. TVWD is still 
receiving some Portland water, but neither Tigard nor Lake 
Grove are taking any water from Portland . 

Total coliforms, a group of closely related bacteria 
(http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/rulesregs/sdwa/tcr 
/basicinformation.cfm), can be an indicator of E. coli . 
However, PWB said all its E. coli tests have thus far been 
negative. and ensures that the water from its Southwest 
Portland tank is safe to drink. (http://www.koin.com/2013/09 
/26/sw-portland-water-test-results/) 

In a statement released late Monday afternoon, PWB said: 

"As a result of the detections for total colifonns in Southwest 
Portland, the Portland Water Bureau has been issued a Tier 2 
violation by the state drinking water program. A Tier 2 notice 
is issued any time a water system provides water with levels 
of a contaminant that exceed standards but do not pose an 
immediate risk to human health . The regulatory standard for 
total coliforms is exceeded when more than 5% of all samples 
in a single month are positive for total coliforms. The Portland 
Water Bureau has exceeded 5% of the total coliforms taken 
during the month of September. In such violations, the water 
provider must notify its customers within 30 days of the 
violation. The Water Bureau is preparing a letter with the 
required notification that will be sent to the 17, 000 Southwest 
Portland households and businesses that were affected by 
this violation. " 

[lin_ video src=http://eplayer.clipsyndicate.com/embed 
/player.js?aspect_ratio= 16x9&auto_next= 1 &auto _start=O& 
div _id=videoptayer-138060054 7 &height= 354& 
page_ count=S&pf _id=9621 &show_ title= 1 &va_id=4392708& 
width=6SO&windows=2 service=syndicaster width=650 
height=354 div_id=videoplayer-1380600547 type=script) 

(http://lintvkoin.files.wordpress.com 
/2013/09/water-cleaning-tablets-
093013.jpg) 

The Portland Water Bureau flushes a 
pipeline at 27th and Nevada. They said 
they are only flushing it at this time and 
not using chlorine, Sept. 30, 2013 (KOIN 
6 News) 

12/1/2014 7:00 AM 
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Why Portland is footing bill to replace private sewer connections for 
West Hills but not the eastside 

sewer _work.JPG 

A co.ntra.cto.r repairs a s.ewer co.nnectioo in N.o.rth.east Portland. (MaIY Bondaro.wicz/The Oregonian/file) 

Brad Schmidt I bschmidt@oregonian.com By Brad Schmidt I bschmldt@oregonlan.com 
Email the author I Follow on Twitter 
on May 12, 2014 at 6:30 PM, updated May 13, 2014 at 2:19 PM 

Portland is spending an estimated $1.25 million replacing sewer pipes on private property in the West Hills and may 

Sbbil foot the bill for an additional $2.85 million for more upgrades. 

Nearly 320 homeowners have agreed to participate in a pilot project that covers the full cost of replacing the pipe 

that connects a home to the city's sewer system. Another 1,500 homes sit in high-priority westside areas that could 

become eligible for free replacements in the future. 

Typically such costs are the responsibility of homeowners - an obligation many eastside residents learned the hard 

way in 2012 when the city started charging $5,100 per house to fix old pipes that didn't meet current city code. 

City officials say they hope the Southwest Portland project prevents rainwater from leaking into the sewer system 

through cracks in aging pipes, which during heavy rainstorms can cause raw sewage spills into Fanno Creek. 

The Bureau of Environmental Services is also repairing or replacing larger main lines in Southwest Portland as part 
of a long-term project estimated to cost $42. 7 million. 

Bill Ryan, the sewer bureau's chief engineer, said the city is doing the work for homeowners because simply improving 

sewer lines in public rights of way won't do enough to limit sewage spills. 

"You can take care of the public portion of the sewer and solve (only) a small portion of the problem," Ryan said. 

State demands a fix 

Portland's sewer system in the West Hills is particularly susceptible to overflow issues during wet weather. 

With its hilly terrain of clay and silt, westside ground 

can become saturated by rain . Water infiltrates pipes 
through cracks. 

In 2011, the state demanded a fix. 

Three times In three months, raw sewage spilled 

from a manhole near Southwest Dewitt Street and 

25th Avenue, in the Hillsdale area. Portland agreed 

12/112014 6:55 AM 
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Fanno Creek during storms. 

Portland launched Its pilot project hoping to 
make a dent in the problem. 

The city offered to complete the work for free in 

order to encourage participation, Ryan said. More 

than 80 percent of targeted homeowners have 

agreed to participate. 

r----- , I <;.;.,l(i") ···fl 1:r.w. 

I 
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A diagram of how water Inflow and Infiltration gets Into the sewer 
system. In Southwest Portland, officials are concerned about lnflltration 
-- not Inflow . 

City of Portland 

Another 1,500 homes are in top priority areas because they contribute to overflows at Fanno Creek or are in 

neighborhoods with high levels of water infi ltration. 

If the city keeps offering free replacements at a price of about $2,200 each, tota l costs would be $4.1 million, the city 

estimates. 

All r~tepayers would foot those costs, w.hich would run about 6 cents a month for the typica l customer - or one-tenth 

of one percent of the average bi ll. Of that, the pi lot project represents 2 cents a month for the average customer. 

The city estimates that repairing and replacing pipes to prevent water infiltration should be cheaper than increasing 

capacity with larger pipes or building a separate stormwater system. 

"The upshot here Is that by getting all of that stormwater that infiltrates in, whenever it ra ins, out of the sewer system, 

that is saving ratepayers lots of money," Ryan said. 

Eastside residents upset 

Not surprisingly, the program is drawing praise from residents in Southwest Portland who won't have to pay. But some 

eastside residents - on the hook for simi lar but not ident ica l work - are frustrated. 

Dick Loughney, who lives at the bottom of a hill just 

off Dosch Road in Southwest Portland, has signed up 

for the sewer bureau's pilot project. 

The bureau is simply "fulfilling its obligationsH to 

ratepayers who will ultimately cover the bil l, 

Loughney said. 

"I feel like I've been paying it forward," he said . "I'm 

not deluding myself into thinking the city is paying 

for it." 

But Reuben Deumling, a resident of the Sunnyside 

Lc-gcnd 
··t , :l'-\ 1•,,...·.; 
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neighborhood in Southeast Portland, called the 

westside program "egregious." City of Portland 

In 2011, more than one hundred eastside residents received notice that they would be financially responsible for the 

entire cost of fixing sewer connections that violated code, some for pipes that were more than 100 years old. 

These "nonconforming connections" included multiple homes sharing one pipe that feeds the sewer system, or private 

pipes running through other homeowners' properties. Officials estimated about 2,300 improper c:ormectlons 
citywide, many in Portland's oldest eastside neighborhoods. The nonconforming sewer connections hinder 

redevelopment efforts. 

The city never considered covering costs for fixing nonconforming sewers, Deumling said. He heiped negoth:1te a 

compromise in 2012 where homeowners pay nearly $5,100 and the city covers the rest, typically about $8,000. 

Regardless of whether sewers in Southwest Portland pose a health risk, Deumling said, the city should maintain a 

consistent policy. 

"It doesn't seem logical," he said. "It seems like adding insult to injury." 

City defends program 

Ryan said the logic is simple: Preventing sewage spills, and avoiding more costly projects, benefits the entire 

community. Replacing nonconforming sewer connections benefits only the homeowner or future buyers. 

"It goes back to who benefits," Ryan said. 

Officials expect to track results from the pilot project this winter before making recommendations about whether to 

keep paying for private replacements. 

Other options: an insurance fee charged to ratepayers, with proceeds covering a wide-range of issues beyond 

infiltration; cost-sharing between the city and homeowner; or requiring homeowners to pay, perhaps by mandating 

sewer-line inspections and replacement, if necessary, when a property is sold. 

Officials also could require homeowners to disconnect foundation or gutter drains, although that option is considered a 

last resort for fear that diverted water could cause landslides. 

I 

"We're going to make the best decisions we can based on the data we get from the pilot," said Jim Blackwood, a policy 

director for Commissioner Nick Fish, who oversees the sewer bureau. 

-- Brad Schmidt and Melissa Binder 

@ 2014 Oregonlive.com. All rights reserved. 
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14th OREGON LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY - 2007 Regular Session 
STA.FF MEASURE SUMMARY 

REVENUE: No revenue impact 

Vote: 
Yeas: 
Nays: 
Exe.: 

Prepared By: 
JVIieet11T1!! D<dtes: 

5-0-2 
Burley, Cannon, Macpherson, Smith G., Dingfelder 

Beyer, Jenson 
Cat McGinnis, Administrator 

4/20 

MEASURE: 
CARRIER: 

HB 3469 
Rep. Burley 

WHAT THE MEASURE DOES: Authorizes the Department of Human Services (DHS) to grant variances from 
specified water treatment techniques when treatment is mmecessary for protecting public health. Requires DHS to 
announce its intent to grant the variance and either hold a public hearing or notify individual customers by mail or 
publish notice in the newspaper. Authorizes DHS to grant the variance if no hearing is requested within 10 days of the 
not.ice. Requires DHS to notify the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of any variance granted, as required by 
the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. 

ISSUES DISCUSSED: 
IJ DHS primacy for Safe Drinking Water Act 
[I Cost to City of Portland if clean water variance not allowed 

EFFECT OF COMMITTEE AMENDMENT: No amendment. 

BACKGROUND: The federal Safo Drinking Water Act (SDWA) authorizes states to issue two kinds of variances 
from US EPA drinking water rnles. States may issue variances from drinking water standards when, due to the poor 
quality of all reasonably available raw water sources, water providers cannot meet the standards. Such variances may be 
issued only when several requirements are met, including imposition of a compliance schedule and regular notification 
to customers that their water does not meet standards. A second type of variance may be granted when, due to the high 
quality of raw water sources, SDW A treatment techniques are unnecessary for protecting public health. Oregon 
currently has enabling legislation to grant only the first type of variance. 

4/23/2007 I l :43:00 AM 
This summary has not been adopted or officially endorsed by action of the commiitee. 
Commlrtee Servktt form·- 20-07 R•gular Session 
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STAFF MEASURE SUMMARY 
Senate Committee on Environment and Natural Resources 

REVENUE: No revenue impact 

Vote: 
Yeas: 
Nays: 
:Exe.: 

Prepared By: 
1vu::enmg Dates: 

4 - () - 1 
Bates, Beyer, Prozanski, Avakian 
0 
Atkinson 
Sue Marshall, Administrator 
5124 

MEASURE: 
CARRIER: 

HB3469 
Scn.Avakhm 

WHAT THE MEASURE DOES: Authorizes the Department of Human Services to grant variances from specified 
water treatment techniques when treatment is unnecessary for protecting public health. Requires department to 
announce its intent to grant the variance and either hold a public hearing or notify individual customers by mail or 
publish notice in the newspaper. Authorizes department to grant a variance if no hearing is requested within l 0 days of 
the notice. Requires department to notify the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of any variance granted, as 
required by the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. 

ISSUES DISCUSSED: 
[J Department of Human Services primacy to administer Safe Drinking Water Act 
IJ Cost tn City t)f Portla:nd if clean water variance UDt allowed 
[l High quality of Portland, Bend and Baker City drinking water sources 

EFFECT OF COMMITTEE AMENDMENT: No amendment. 

BACKGROUND: The federal Safe Drinking Water Act authorizes states to issue two kinds of variances from EPA 
drinking water mies. States may issue variances from drinking water standards when, due to the poor quality of all 
reasonably available raw water sources, water providers cam10t meet the standards. Such variances may be issued only 
when severnl requirements are met, including imposition of a comp I iance schedule and regular notification to customers 
that their water does not meet standards. A second type of variance rnay be granted when, due to the high quality ofraw 
water sources, Safe Drinking Water Act treatment techniques are unnecessary for protecting public health. Oregon 
currently has enabling legislation to grant only the first type of variance. 

5/30/2007 11 :34:00 AM 
Thi.s summary has not been adopt et! or officially endorsed by action of the committee. 
Committee Service1< Form ·- 2007 Regu!or S;;w;lon 
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OREGON PUBLIC HEALTH DIVISION 
Environmental Public Health 

John A Kitzl12tier, MD, Governor 

June 16, 201 l 

Tile Honorable Ben Cannon 
Oregon Stale House of Representatives 
J 1-484 Sfatc Capitol 
Sfllei11, OR 9730 l 

Dear Representative Cannon: 

800 NE Oregon St., Ste. 640 
Portland, OR 97232-2162 

Phone:971-673-0400 
Fax: 971-673-0456 

Thank you for your May 31, 201 1 letter voicing concern that the regulation OHA adopted 
pursuant to the 2007 passage of HB 3469 docs not eompmi with legislative intent As you 
slc1tcd, the :?007 law pnJ\ ided conditions under which lhe State llld) i';suc :i \<triancc it\irn :1 

specific water trcamicm ttdrniquc under Oregon's Drinking Waler (juality i\ct (D\\ (),.\) 

The DWQA and its implementing regulations must be no less stringent than the federal Safe 
Drinking Water Act (SDW A). The langmige in HB 3469 generally tracked the language in 
SDWA regarding variances; OHA 's task was to ensure the implementing regulation similarly 
reached as far as, and no famher than, State law or ledcral law and regulations. l f Oregon is more 
permissive than federal Jaw or regulation, our State authority to oversee drinking water systems 
subj1:ct to federal law (Primacy) is ut risk. 

In proceeding through !(irmal rnlemaking on this mailer, ()1 IA considered the new law's plain 
language, its legislative history, and input from the US l::nvironmental Pro(cction Agency (EP J\ L 
who dearly stated in its final rule that public water systems must either cover each finished water 
reservoir or trcnt the discharge to inactivate or remove viruses, (Jiardia lamhlia and 
Cryptosporidiurn. This ·'cover or treat" provision is thus the n:quircrnen! \Vith \\b1ch Portland 
(and every other public waler system subject to federal law) must cornplv. 

I have enclosed a legal memorandum from the Oregon Department of Justice that provides more 
background and analysis, for your infonnation and reference. 

I appreciate the passion with which some argue that Portland should not cover its Jinished 
drinking water storage facilities. But it is inaccurate to state !hat Oregon's administrative rule 
docs not comport with Stale s1atule. Fven if it \Vere true, however. the result l(Jr PortlanJ would 
nol change: There is no variance available under EP/\'s regula1iun and thus. to comply \\Ilh 
Primacy, there can b<: no variance availabk unckr Oregon regulation. 
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John A. Kilztiaber, MD, Governor 
.) 

Portland, 97232-2162 
Phone:971-673-0400 

Fax: 971 

Thank you again for writing. l very much respect and appreciate your leadership in protecting 
the health of Oregonians from environmental hazards. 

~ 
Gail R. Shibley, J.D 
Administrator 

cc: Shannon O'Fallon, Senior Assistant Attorney General, Oregon Department of Justice 
File 
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